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STATE FUNDS ARE RECEIVED FOR LIBRARY
Sev
en Candklates File
For Offices, Election

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

Check For Nearly $11,000
Is Handed To Group Here

State funds will be used to tax will retire
wnat bonds are
help finance construction of a required
to construct the new
persons filed for the race for Justice of the
new
Peace
$200,629
library
project
in
offices in Murray and Calloway of Calloway
building. Aid is also expected
County for District
Murray, Gov. Louie B. Nunn on the Federal
level. This state
Heard a story about a kid that County before the deadline on No. 4.
has
announced
.
and Federal aid, plus a bond
Hued C. (Whimpy) Jones in
was cussing all the time and Saturday at midnight, accordhis parents had quite a pro- ing to the papers filed by the his bid for election to a second
Larry Van Hoose, press sec- issue will raise the necessary
blem with him. They used every aandidstes in the office of the term LS jailer of Calloway Co-retary to Gov. Nunn, presented funds for the building.
The local library program has
means they could think of to Calloway County Court Clerk unty is unopposed.
the check for $10,995 to a deHarold T. Hurt local allot.Sidney Easley is unopposed in
make him quit. One day the
legation from the Calloway been a model program and state
and Federal funds are being obpreacher was invited over to nay, filed for the office of City his election to the °Vice of
County Library Board.
eat dinner and the preacher Prosecuting attorney. He is on Calloway County Attorney.
Gov. Nunn said. "The new tained because of the great inBoth Charles E. Hale as tax
asked the boy what dish he the Republican ticket and will
library will help expand the terest indicated here in the
Seanted him to pass to him. The be opposing Paul Shapiro, De- commissioner and Max H. Chureducational and cultural oppor- library.
whole family was speechless mocratic candidate, in the No- chill as county coroner are untunities for all Calloway Counopposed.
when he said to the preacher vember general election.
ty citizens. It will be modern,
Chester Yarbrough of FarmIn the race for the Calloway
"pass the damn potatoes". The
attractive, and well-equipped."
er
Avenue,
Murray,
filed
as
a
County
Judge will be two canfather jumped up from the
The delegation included: Max
candidate
for
City
judge
to
didates,
opRobert 0.. Miller and.
table, grabbed the kid by the
B. Hurt, chairman; Dr. A. H.
pose
Donald
Civerbey
who
had
Roger
W. Jones.
scruff of the neck, took him to
Kopperud, treasurer; and Mrs
already filed. Yarbrough is now
Fred Wilhite and
a back room and literally wore
Marvin
George S. Hart, Jack M. Be.
Library lewd Sefa Ponds — Larry Van Noose,
emrdoyed
at
a
radio
operator
Harris are the candidates in
left, areas secretary to Governor Loofa
out the seat of his trousers,
lote, members of the library
IL Nunn. Prusasts • rimcit for $10,995 to members of the
at the City Hall.
the race for Calloway County
Calloway County Library
then took him back to the table
board.
Board. Frans the left neat to Mr. Van Neese ant
C. W. Jones, now serving on Court Clerk.
to continue the meal. Once aMax B. Hum chairman, pars George Hart
Plans for the library were preboard
the Gay Coundl, has filed for
member,
A.
Dr.
H. Keeperval, treasurer imd hicir
Six candidates are in the race
&Ain the preacher asked the
pared by Peck Associates, archi
M. Beata, board mambar.
another term in Ward B. Other for Calloway County
boy what he wanted him to pass
Sheriff.
tects of Paducah. The building
HOPKINSVILLE, Ky. (UPI)—
candidates in this ward are Bet- They are John B.
Watson, John
to him. I don't know, the kid
1 w,11 contain 7,900 square feet
ty Lowry, Opal Smith. Howard Lowery Parker,
Lawrence Bridges of Trigg
Clyde
said, but one thing for sure, I
Steele,
of floor space and include a
Ka:bonen, Margie Y. Armbruster, M. C. Major, James
County today was held in the
King, and
don't want any of those damn
multi-purpose room which can Christian
James R. Allbritten, Roy C. Lance E. Booth.
County jail, charged
potatoes.
he
used
meetings,
for
Starks, Richard Tucker, and
'with -'itieekend - shooting
L. C. Miller and James H.
The
Music
Departme
At
nt
request
the
of
of
Gov.
the
Nunn,
Paul Heise.
death of a Benton man.
Blalock are both candidates in Murray Woman's Club will
Mrs. Melville Cook of Lynn- the 1968 Kentucky
Saw another one of those Exmeet
General
AsCandidates for City Council the race for Circuit Court
Christian County Deputy SheClerk. at the club house at 7:30 p.m. The Lambda Chi Alpha of yille Route Two, age 84, died sembly appropriated funds to
periments in Television. They In Ward A
are Rex Eugene AlGuy Levine and Charlie Las- on Tuesday, April 15.
Murray State University will Saturday at 11 .15 a.m. at the start approximately 20 new lib- riff Bill Dillard identified the
are sort of creepy.
exander, Max A. Weaver, P. siter are the
Democratic can"To Be or Not To Be" is the sponsor a Spring Road Rally on Convalescent Division of the rary construction projects this victim as Harry D. Henderson,
Alfred Lindsey, Prentice Lawn- didates for the
34. Dillard said the shooting ocoffice
of
State
subject
of the program sched- Saturday, April 26, at ten a.m. Murray-Calloway County Hor year.
111611 Tappan Annual Re- ter, Preston W.
curred in Gracy late Saturday
Ordway, Heron Representative. The winner will
pital.
Competiti
uled
on
for
for the rally will
the evening. Mrs. Verport came out recently. Sev- B. West, and A.
Calloway County was one of night.
B. Crass.
opposed
be
Several
by
nieces
and
Max
nephews
consist
Hurt.
non
of
two
ReShown, chairman, urges
persons per car.
eral pictures in it and we saw
six counties selected by the
Holmes Ellis as mayor does publican, in the
Bridges was held without
are the survivors of Mrs. Cook. State Library Board
November gen- all members to attend.
driver and navigator.
folks, all of whom have been not have any opposition
of Review bond pending further
.
eral election.
investiFuneral
services
were
held
Winners will be determined
Hostesses are Mrs. Charles
to recejve annual amortization
here in Murray for some kind
Raymond Wnather of Almo
gation into the incident.
Fannie Stubblefield who was Clark, Mrs. Leo Blair,
Sunday at three p.m. at the grants. Selections
of meeting or something.
Mrs. G. by team ability to reach the
were made on
Route One filed Saturday for appointed by
the Governor of B. Scott. Mrs. A. L Bailey, Mrs. finish line in a stated amount Byrn Funeral Chapel, Mayfield, the basis of need for a library
the office of Justice of the Kentucky
to fill the unexpired 0. B. Boone, Jr., Mrs.
with Rev. Lawrence Smithmyer facility and other
On page seven there was Bob Peace of Calloway County
Bill of time and not by speed.
priorities.
for term of her husband. Cohen Crouse, and
Three trophies — fraternity, officiating Burial was in the
Mrs. Josiah DarOther counties approved were
Wyman, big as life. The years District No. 1. His opponents
Stubblefield, as sheriff until the nall.
surority, and independent — Boydsville Cemetery.
Bourbon. Nelson, Lincoln, Pulhave been kind to him since are Wayn Flora and Alfred E.
November general election, has
will be presented to the winnaski, and Hart.
he left Murray. Bob is presi- Duncan.
filed for the office to fill the
ing teams.
A banquet for all Young
Full details of the local libdent of the O'Keefe & Merritt
K. B. McClinton of Murray last
two months of the current
The deadline for individual
rary building will be announc- Women's Association members
'Division of Tappan on the West Route Six is a oandiate for Justerm. She is unopposed for this
entries has been set as of nine
ed at a later date, but it will and leaders will be held at the
tice of the Peace of Calloway
Coast.
remainder of the term.
am. on the day of the rally.
be located on Main Street, just Benton First Missionary BapCounty for District No. 2. He is
The
entry fee is $2.50 per car.
west of the Titsworth Clinic tist Church on Thursday, April
The ,Christian Women's Fel
Nere's Bob standing behind a opposed by George Robert Lee
Rev.
Norman Culpepper, past- on two lots recently acquired. 17, at 6:30 p.m.
For further information, conlowshin of the First Christiar
after.
gas range.
NEW CORPORATION
Mrs. Crawford Ray of MurChurch is scheduled to meet a' tact any member of Lambda or of the Memorial Baptist
Receiving the funds from the
Lennie C. Hale of Murray
Church, is in Henryville, Ind., state reaches a climax in the ray, director of YWA for the
the home of Mrs. William Por Chi Alpha.
Route One and Leon P. Smith
this week in a revival meeting long development of the local Blood River Baptist Associatof Murray have filed as cmiditer on Olive Street at 6:30 p.m
The Dun-Rite Roofing Co.,
at the First Baptist Church library. It has moved many tim- ion, urges all young women of
on Tuesday, April 15.
dates for Justice of the Peace
$nc. has been formed at Kirk- I
there.
Mrs. John Pasco• will have
of Catiouty County for Dises in the past twenty five years, YWA age and any women whose
Sty Route Two with 100 shares
His Sunday morning message re:nainine in existence as a churches do not sponsor a YWA
the program and Mrs. Gene
trict No. 3. The winner will be
no par. Robert G. Smith and
at the church was "Excuse Me, unit because of the work of
Landolt will give the worship
opposed by William W. Fana to attend this banquet.
Hiram B. Smith are incorporaPlease!" and his evening mes- small number of people who
The meal will be provided
drich, Republican in the NoA potluck supper will be servtors and the firm will be in
The executive board of the sage was on "After Baptism, kept the library alive.
by local WMU organizations
vember general election.
ed.
the roofing business.
Austin
then
Elementar
What?".
y School ParMartin Young is unopposed in
The library was assured of and officers will be voted on
ent-Teacher Association will
The teachers and officers of continuation when a small tax at the first meeting.
mtet at the home of Mrs. A. B. the Memorial Church will have was approved by the majority
Crass, 500 North 7th Street, on a meeting at the church on of voters in a recent general
Wednesday, April 16, at 9:30 Wednesday at seven p.m., fol- election through the petition
lowed by the regular Missions route.
Nature's Palette Garden Club a.m.
All officers, committee chair- night at 7:30 p.m.
will meet at the Community
It is believed that this small
Rev. John C. Hartman will
Center on Wednesday, April men, and homeroom mothers
•
are urged to attend
be the guest speaker at the re.
16„at 1:30 p.m
gular Methodist Men's dinner
Mrs. 011ie Brown will give
meeting to be held Wednesday,
the program on "Dining Table
SKATING PARTY
April 16, at 6:30 p.m. in the
Four trattic accounts were was on the right front and rear or Coffee Table Arrangements"
social hall of the First United
Mrs. Kenton Miller is the hosinvestigated by the Murray Po- left quarter panel, and to the
Methodist Church.
The Wranglers Riding Club
lice Department on Saturday Kelley car on the left front tess.
The ,#peaker is associate secwill have a skating party at
and Sunday. This makes four- fender, bumper, and grill.
retary of the Conference Counthe Benton Arena on Tuesday
teen accidents for the month
cil, Limbuth College, and will
night, April 15. Everyone is inInvestigated with no injuries respeak on the future program
vited to attend and bring a
ported.
The intersection of South 6th
of Lakeshore Camp, Eva, Tenn.
.11111Mas
friend.
Sunday at 9:45 a.m. a two and Poplar Streets was t he
All of the men in the church
The Murray Branch of the
car collision occurred on the scene of the collision at 10:15
are encouraged to attend this
American Association of Uni•
parking lot of the Seventh and a.m. Saturday.
NOW YOU KNOW
meeting.
versity Women will meet in the
Poplar Church of Christ.
Wesley Clay Paschall, 700
feculty
lounge
of
the
Student
Oars involved were a 1965 Sycamore Street, driving a 1986
by United Press International
Dodge two door driven by Eu- Chevrolet four door sedan, was Union building on Tnesday. -The longest feathers ever
April
15,
at
7:30
p.m.
da Carmel Lewis of 405 South going east on Poplar Street.
found were 24 feet long and
"Society's Reflection in the
The search continued today
SIMS IS SPEAKER
8th Street, and a 1964 Buick
Albert Williams of Walbridge,
belonged to the cockbirds of
Arts"
will
be
the
for the body of Norman H.
theme
of the the Japanese
four door owned by Howard Ohio, and National Hotel, Murlong-tailed °nageAn open luncheon is schedBeck, 30, of Evansville, Ind ,
Professor Bobby Joe Sims of Koenen and driven by Cindy ray, driving a 1965 Buick four program with the subject, "Vis- dori from Kochi
in Shikoku.
uled at the Calloway County
ADULTS
the Murray State University Mae Koenen of 1624 Sunset door sedan, was going south on ual Arts", to be discussed by
94 believed to have drowned Saturday when he fell from a mo- Country Club on Wednesday,
NEWBORN
political science department will Drive.
11
6th Street, stopped for the stop the leaders, Miss Clara Eagle
LYNN GROVE PTA
torboat into the Cumberland April 16, with the serving from
April 11, 1969 Admissions
ie the guest speaker
Police amid Miss Koenen was sign at Poplar Street, but failed and Mrs. Linda Shepherd.
at a meet12 noon to one p.m.
All members are urged to
L. E. Outland, Route 1, Mor, River.
ing of the Young Democrats backing out of the parking lot to see the Paschall car and pullEach member is urged to atThe Lynn Grove Elementary ray; Edward Mattus, 1505 JohnClub at the Graves County and failed to see Mrs. Lewis ed out in front of it, accord- attend.
Authorities said Beck had let tend and bring a
School PTA will meet at the son, Murray; Mrs. Sandra Wageprospective
Courthouse tonight (Monday) at turning from 7th onto the park- ing to the police report.
school on Tuesday. April 15, man & baby boy, 717% Poplar. his wife and children out of the member or guest. The luncheon
7:90. His subject will be "How ing lot when the collision ocDamage to the Paschall car
short
boat
a
time
before
the
is $1.50 per person.
at 7:30 p. m. All parents and Murray; Mrs. Gayle Brooke
to Win an Election".
curred.
was on the left rear door and
boat was found circling full.
Golf. swimming, bridge, etc.,
interested persons are urg
Wells and baby girl, Route 4,
Damage to the Lewis car was to the Williams car on the right
throttle,
will be featured during the afto be present.
Murray; Miss Diane Hutcheria,
on the right front fender and front fender. Both cars had
Route 5, Murray; Mrs. Bonnie
The search was concentrated ternoon.
to the Koenen car on the right been moved before the police
"An
Unforgettable Story"
For reservatjons call Gingles
J. Rale, Route 4, Murray; Mrs on the area of the U. S. 68
rear fender and bumper.
arrived.
was
the
subject
of
the sermon
•
Wallis. Jimmy Boone, Buddy
Paulett Underhill, Route 5, Mur- Cumberland River bridge.
by Dr. H. C. Chile* for the
Hewitt, or Henry Holton.
United Press latormatlemal
ray; James W. Coleman, Route
Saturday at 7:16 p.m. a colmorning services at the First
The search is being conduct
Main Street at . Williams
5,
Murray;
Mrs.
Bessie
Paschall,
lision occurred on U.S. 641
Baptist Church on Sunday.
Street was the place of the colBox 33, Lynn Grove; Mrs. Dai- ed by the Murray-Calloway Coby United Press International South by the .Holiday Inn.
Dan McDaniel was the guest
Saturday.
lision
a.m.
sy
7:35
at
Hodges, Route 3, Murray; unty Civil Defense Rescue
Cars
Cloudy and mild today and
and persons involved
soloist and his number was
Cars
involved
were
Mrs.
Ford
a
Zilpha Skinner. 406 North Squad, the Marshall County
night with occasional rain. were a Mercury two door hard"God Is My Shepherd".
Rescue Squad, and the Ken6th,,
owned
four
door
sedan
Tomby
Murray.
igh today 60s east to low 70s top owned by Thomas E. HarkThe sermon topic for the five
tucky State Police.
driven
Pamela
Hoke
my
and
by
Dismissals
The New Concord Parents
seat, Low tonight in the 50s. er and driven by Doris Nell
o'clock service was "The ComBessie Huds,m, Route 2, Haz- The
nsiderably cloudy and mild Harker of Benton Route Six. Ross Hoke of 706 Olive Street, petency Of the Soul" by Dr.
local group is searching Club will meet Tuesday, April
Mr-a.
el;
and
1968
Ford
two
a
Gerald
door
hard_Waldrop,
1624 a ten acres aree south of U. S 15, at seven p.m. at the
esday with chance of show- and a 1965 Plymouth four door
Chiles.
school.
West Olive, Murray; Seiburn
hardtop owned by Sam Kelley top driven by Clell D. Evans of
68 bridge in Barkley bake over
ri east.
W. R. Howard is the minisWhite.
510
Louis,
St.
Mo.
North
5th.,
Murray; the old Lock E site. They sear,
and driven by Odrada C. KelMrs. Olga Freeman, librarian
ter of music and directed the
Mrs. Opal Collie, Route 1, Al- hed
Police said both cars were goFIVE-DAY FORECAST
all day yesterday and drag for Calloway County, will be
ley of 100 South 13th Street.
congregational singing and the
rim.
Keith
west
ing
Flory, 1269 Univer- ging operations began again
on Main Street when
Police said Mrs. Harker was
LOUISVILLE. Ky (LTD —
to- the speaker. She will discuss
adult choir in a special numbet
sity Station. Murray; Mrs. Bes- day.
Mrs. Hoke started to make a
is five-day Kentucky wlitther pulling off the Holiday Inn
and show slides of her travels
at both the morning and lati
1111
.4111111■
6
sie
Tucker.
109 South 9th., Mur,
tlook. Tuesday through Sat. parking lot going north on 641 left turn at Williams Street. afternoon services.
ray; Mrs Jetta Williams, 402
The Lock E area is particul- in Europe last summer.
Evans
failed
see
to
turning
her
$30,000
Judith
OPAL
South,
and
collided
Landwith the
day.
South 8th. Murray; Charles arly difficult since a number of
rigan holds the- "Flame
Temperatures will average 3 Kelley car going south on 641 In time to avoid hitting the car,
Recognition of all former
THREE CITED
Henry, Route 3. Murray; Mrs. walls, pipes, etc are in the area.
Queen." a $50,000 britliattl.
6 degrees above the normal in the left lane. After the cars according to the police report.
Jetta Williams. 402 South ...8th„ Rescue Squad officials indicat- teachers and principals will be
The
Hoke
wesdamag
car
ed
on
color
collided, the Harker car tra-changing opal, the high-74 highs and 40-50 lows.
Three persons were cited by
St., Murray; Mrs. Bessie Hudson. ed that chances are slim at re- made. An effort has been made
Rainfall will total a half inch velled on across 641 and hit the the rear bumper and the Evans the Murray Police Department light of the Kelsey I. Newformer teachers
Route 2, Hazel; Mrs. Annie Weil- covering the body since it has to contact
car
the
on
left
front
bumper
at to an inch west later in curb on the east side.
over the weekend. They were man collection on display. at
drop, 1624 West Olive, Murray' nct been found zs - yet The and principals; but if any have
Both
cars
had
been
moved
be
Damage to, the Harker car
week.
one for unnecessary noise and the Parke-Bernet Galleries
Mrs. Bessie Tucker,' 109 South body is expected to surface been missed, they are asked to
fore the -police arrived.
come to the meeting on Tuestwo for, public drunkenness.
in New York.
•
9th St„ Murray.
about Wednesday.
day
7The

Blue Bell is in full flower•

Seven more

Benton Man
Is Killed On
Saturday

Music Department Lambda Chi Alpha
To Meet Tuesday To Sponsor Road 1Mrs. Melville Cook
Dies On Saturday
Rally On April 26

aThe

YWA Banquet Will
Be Held Thursday

Christian Women's
Fellowship To Meet

Rev. Culpepper In
Revival This Week

Austin PTA Board
Meets Wednesday

Traffic Accidents Reported
By Police;14 For Month

Mrs. 011ie Brown
To Present Lesson

Rev. John Hartman
Is Men's Speaker

Evansville Man Is
Victim Of Barkley
Lake On Saturday

Murray AAUW Will
Meet Here Tuesday

Hospital Report

Open Luncheon Will
Be Held Wednesday

Dan McDaniel Guest
Soloist At Church

WEATHER REPORT

Concord Parents To
Meet On Tuesday

1••••••••••-•••••••••41.111.
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CAMBRIDGE, Mak — A student at Harvard University, bemoaning the lack of action following last
Thursday's arrest of 184 students who occupied the Administration Building:
"I thought revolutions were supposed to be exciting."
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NEW YORK — King Hussein of Jordan, warning of
a possible new explosion in the Middle East if Big Four
talks at the United Nations fail to achieve peace in the
area:
"U conditions remain as they are, I believe there is
a very, very grave danger of an explosion in the area;
or at least loss of this chance, which we feel Li the first
and maybe the last one, of establlshing a just and thus
durable peace in the area."

Ten Years Ago Today

RONALD HAMPTON

Murray State Univerdty and
Southern Baptist Theological
Seminary. He has pestered the
Macedonia Baptist Church in
Lyon County, Sugar Creek Bap.
the Church in Murray and the
Spring Bayou Baptist Church in
McCracken County.
He has been pastor of the
First Baptist Church in Benton
for the last 21,i years.
Mr. Sullivan is a
the Executive Board of the Ziai
tucky Baptist Convention, vice
moderator of the •West Uniee
Association and has served as

Almanac
by United Press International

Today is Monday, April 14,
the 104th day of 1989 with Il

Bible Thoughtfor Today

documentaries to be aired during
ital

be

of the

covered.

The

CHARLES HOWLS

Charles Homra
To Speak At
PTA Meeting

series begins June 2 and will be

Tread

through

various

time

periods.
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Longest Day

he will

" is, the battle Pg
;
"Nimnier Focus. l'at41
'
EVA

g

.1

onellllll r

%RC

Sari. Gayer

at 7 p.m.

lionira will speak on the subject, "The Needs of Youth."

fr

about the
Allied invasion
of
Alois
,returns to teleEurope in 1941. Eiir
lie
vision ad a regular in 'eptember
guide. host or what-have- OU on
he will be in a innine-hisur
%KC
•
spri•ial.
ateil rather than a network
.1.0-1fay
Revisited.- . June
I.
shi
Ur IA ill be host of a
marking the 25th annnersary
sesncil version of the -To lel
of dig" invasion.
New filmed
the I 'lath - game program. which
fisdage of the historic simits
network
r.111 for 12 seasons Jr
in. Frani e will I. meshed with
ii tracts.n.
clips from the film. recreating
Garry

title

Tilghman PTA meeting Tuesday

the end of

elebrated 196 I Mil-

"The

Charies Hamra, distreien et
the department of priptliskey at
Murray State University, will be
the speaker at the Paducah

will

this. the first. season.

CRS

H.

Five

Ronald Hampton, muliC led

1= V=

Carol Chinning
7 Deadly Sins

les

ImEZZ.

11 '
,1!

IC 11
1

TUESDAY MORNING PROGRAM

Ai

.4 Ciafr.tMi
II Pivimsills

Homra is an associate professor in the psychology department and has been the director
of the school psychology training program since June, 1966.
He has been a psychological consultant to the Murray-Calloway
County Mental Health C en ter
and to the Outwood Hospital and
School for Mentally Retarded at
Da w son Springs. Ky lie re.
ceived his doctor's degree front
Flockda State University in Mt

It. He also revived a "lost art." walking.
Hampton has been very active
Today, more than 40 million Americans haVe is new-found joy
In youth and summer assembly
in just walking. When this many of us walk for the sheer fun
work in this area in recent of stretching
one's legs, there must be something universally
years.
good behind the idea in addition to its health benefits. There
is.
Today walking seems to have caught on faster than the
recent
epidemic of Hong Kong flu. And let's not forget the joggers
Rev. Robert W. Campbell. pas- and cyclists.
tor of Reidland Baptist Church
Suddenly the open trail had a new meaning. The crest of
the
said this revisal in being con- ridge, the high places, the seeducted in 01111111110110n with the shore,._tkedeaert—the wipkers growing from
a claybank, the
the Americas" were there. They not only have nest of a killdeer.
theme which is prevailing found a new face of America,
Any.,
throughout the nation at this they have gained as well a new pressed walker will soon be imby one other thing: the
time. A nursery is being pro- !peace of mind and relaxation clean earth. The
Arneric4 we
Ithat was a startling new exvided.
found waiting for us in Columperience.
bus' day was a clean country,
Winter or summer, walkers
unspoiled as to tree and stream.
insist, the trail is equally atNow man has dirtied .it with
tractive. A raven soars overhik junk piles, air pollution, ret tmatitis-Caii -Moe as indigo; a
sults of his greed. But the
squirrel scampers across the
walker, - working away from
I path, a hickory nut clamped in
man's world, soon finds the
' its jaw. It is quiet. The solicleanness that was the original
tude has its own pattern of reAmerica.
laxation. Perhaps the dedicated
Especially is this so in the
walker can achieve this same
feeling of exhilaration in the desert, in the mountains, in the
city. But
he does, he must vast open places and public domain areas.
.
labor harder at it. There
BANDANA, Ky., — A 78-year- too many distractions, too are
much
Walking is not only a -health
old McCracken County woman, noise, even in the parks.
exercise, it is an education. "I
Mrs. Jenny Skidmore, West Pa• • •
find I am remembering a blueducah Rt. 2, drowned about 10
•- IF .YOUR home Is near any jay," One walker confided to me,
a.m. Saturday while fishing with rugged open country. you can "picking seeds from a sunflowher husband on Shelby Lake emulate John Muir by walking er head, then flying up to the
the many ridge trails. Each nearest perch, holding the seed
near here.
type of country has its own firmly with one foot against
special enchantments for the the twig whUe it pecks
Ballard County Coroner Mel- walker. The walker observes inner kernel. You can'tout e
'qie
lon Allen ruled death was "ac- nature in its many forms a believe it, but you've just
n
cidental, by drowning."
new flower, a wild strawberry it, so it's fact."
Allen said Mrs. Skidmore and
her husband, Huston. had been
fishing on the lake in a small
boat and were returning to shore
when she apperently fell from
he boat.

McCracken
-Woman
Drowns

Skidmore was seated in !he
front of Mrs. Skidmore as the
boat came within about 12 feet
of the shore, the coroner said,
When Skidmore said he felt the
at shake and turned to see
his wife disappear in the water.
The elderly Skidmore made
his way to shore and summoned

•

Little Bit of Texas
In Heart of London

Area residents searched the
northern section of thelike far
nearly an hour before Mrs. Skidmore's body w a s discovered
floating face down in about 10
feet of water, Allen said.
Funeral services will be held
A Titscis DI, Virgil 1. R•iiviss of Longview, pauses in
at 10 a.m. Tuesday at the Gober
front of th• Texas plaque at 3 St Jamas' Serest, London.
Funeral Home in Arab, Ala.
Burial will be in the Gillham
By STEVE LIBBY •
Wrttle* Exp.emlly for C. titna Prr.mm and Ms Nr.u.spuper
Springs Cemetery there.
IT MAY COMM as news to even the most vigorous student of
Suritivors, in addition to the
husband, include two stepsons, Texas history but there is. in the very heart of London, a bit of
H. G. Skidmore, Columbus, Ohio, the Lone Star State appearing on the side of a half-timbered
building on busy St. James' Street.
Bobby N. Skidmore, Kevil Rt. 4;
The building itself. at Number 3 St. James' Street. is occupied
and three stepdaughters, Mrs.
by Berry Bros. fc Rudd. Ltd., one of the outstanding wine merG. J. Balcanoff, Newburgh, N.Y.,
chants in the United Kingdom. And it was this building which
Mrs. J. T. Graves.--La Center, was headquarters for the
Texas Legauost of the Lone Star Reand Mrs. Sue Nue, Kevil Rt. public more than a century ago.
3.
An 8-by-10-Inch bronze plaque.!Trerited the apace until. 1031.'At
Friends may cell at the Jones i
:
t id
mo,
e.cupy
aantndt
croha
exais
tithro
n GAouvitup
artthhe
ed
thnevneilT
eiy.i th
str.iceir
an
. ib
onea_
D3
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deFuneral Home, Li Center. after
merthe entire build11 a.m. Sunday. The body will reads:
oo sindexia
tca
"in this building was the Le_ . ilngki
tla
ys as
rebuitilt.diT
Today
dodw
be taken to Alabama for burial
a
gation for the ministers from
when
on Monday.
first
completed for William
the Republic of .Texas to .J.he
Court of St. James. 1442-1845. , Pickering in the 1730s
• •
"Erected by the Angio-l'exan!
f BERRY sometimes receives
Society."
The plaque is decorated, at inquiries from London visitors
the top, by the seal of the Re- alto see the plaque and wonder
about it, but, even so. "not
public of Texas.
Although the building was re- many people know about the
built many years ago, the physi- plaque or the building," he says
Historians recall that Texas
cal appearance of the structure
is precisely the same as when had been a province of Mexico
the Republic of Texas was rep- principally colonized by Amerresented t h e re by Dr. Ashbel jeans, who declared their TrideSmith. Anthony Berry, head of Penitence following the defeat of
the wine firm, believes that the Santa Ana at Ilan Jacinto by
legation headquarters was on a i Sam Houston on April 21. 1834.
high floor of the building and
When the new republic ran
approached through a different into difficulties and made overdoor other than today's main ! lures toward.joining the Union,
northern abolitionists resisted
entrance.
• • •
the movo They felt the admixDURINO the "hungry forties." siim of Texas w o I d enlarge
the Berry of that time
a* a slave territory.
measure of economy
reduced
However. Britain
for many
the size of the shop itself and yeato competing for markets
NEW pggs,irgut of the Counrented some of the side and with her former colonies
excil of Bishops of the United
lipp.o. sections of the building pressed sympathy over Texas'
Methodist Church is Bishop
as sena rate seeomodat ions. The plight and it Was this criendistup
Reuben H
main part of Number 3 con- which ho4peil northerd opinion
of Indianapolis. Ind.. for the
tinued to bit used an the offices. invert its feeling and accept the
The company, which was, or- Lone Stair State as the 28th
19019-76 tern!.
ganirit in the 17th century. state ref years ago
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younrdirecsor of the First Missionary Baptist Church in Beetoe will lead the music program
Sy GROVER BRINKMAN
Central Press Association Correspondeet
kr this series of revival servLOS ANGELES. Calif.—Perhaps it was the Welsh-born
ices. He also is a graduate of
hiker,
Murray State University and has Colin Fletcher, who started it all. Fletcher walked from one end
of the Grand Canyon to the other, achieved national fame
attended Southern Seminary.
doing

,2010.

44.
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Oscercost
No :a Tonight.041*
Berry Maim
Omercast

We don't •xpoct your stroll will take you to such
an
unusual spot as this—but by just going for strolls in
your
area may prove an intiosstims,
instructive adventure.

Per
Per

What things soever ye desire, when ye pray, believe
that ye receive them and ye shall have them.
—Mark 11:24.
The character of God sets a limit on the things for
which we dare to pray.

Mayyrick
Amorkers

IA

REV..WILLIAM SULLIVAN

Deaths reported today are Johnnie Edward Morris,
age 83, and Dr. J. E. Wall of Golden Pond.
Mies Ann 8hroat of Murray Training School rated
excellent in oratorical declamation at the state high
school speech festival held in Lexington.
Mtse Ruble Smith of the Education Department at
Murray State College is Ettending the ACE Convention
In Salt Lake City, Utah.
The Murray Ministers Association will sponsor a
Ozarimunity Service April 15, Good Friday, at the First
Methodist Church. Rev. Hugh Riley, pasta of the First
Christian Church, will bring the message.
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Cormay Jewnei
5
c IS News
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7 .0
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31 TIMM
8 :es
tpiloyi Peel Moro. Lwi.M Koneoroo
3$ Today
Coolain Kangaroo

to follow.
The moon is approaching its
IJIIDGEE•TIMES PILE
I new phase.
I The morning stars are Venus,
Mars and Jupiter.
1 The evening stars are MercuAlbert C. Paschall, age 83, died April 13 at noon at ry and Sahlrn
his home on Hazel Route One.
On this day In history:
In 1861. the flag of the ConWS. Sardinian Miller was named president of
New Concord PTA in the final meeting of the year. federacy was raised over Fort
Other officers are Mrs. Joe Bybee, Mrs. Alonzo Forrest, Sumter. S. C.. as Union troops
there surrendered.
and Mrs, Wendall Allbritten.
Mr. and Mrs. Clayborne Jones announce the engage- In 1865, John Wilkes Booth
crept into President Abraham
ment and approaching marriage of their daughter, Lou Lincoln's
box at Ford Theater
lee, to Roy Weatherly, son of Mrs Roy Weatherly and La Washington, 70
C., and fatthe late Mr. Weatherly.
ally shot the Chief Executive.
James Swann and Lorene Swann are in Miami, Fl Lincoln died the following
visiting relatives.
morning.
In 1965, Frank Mitchell became the first Negro page boy
in the House of Representatives.
A thought for the day —
Sir Arthur Wing Pinero said,
LiDGEIL•TIMES FILE
"I believe the future is only the
past again, entered through another gate."
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40 Million Americans
Find Health, New Joy
By Just Going Walking

2 V 1,1°,:t.
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WASHINGTON — Sen. George D. Aiken, R.-Vt., criticizing Sen. Edward IL Kennedy of Massachusetts for
alledgedly advancing his presidential Mapes on a factfinding trip to Alaska7
"Teddy isn't the only one. He's the one that takes
the press with him when he goes."
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LOS ANGELEb — Grant Cooper, chief defense attorney for Whim B. Whim, asking the jury for objectivity in the murder trial of the accused slayer of Robert
F. Kennedy:
"Forget this was ti# United States senator and do
your duty as you said you would."
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each night at 7:38 through April
30.
SulThe Rev. William
livan, pastor of First -Baptist
Church at Benton, Ky., will be
the evangelist.
Mr. Sullivan is a graduate of

!engem chairman of the Paducah Area Baptist Minister's Canterrace.
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Revival Services
To Start Sunday

We reserve the right to reject any Advertising. Letters to the SSW.
Reiland Baptist Omni bear Public Voice items which, in our opinion, are not fce the twat at
ginning Sunday and madmen
interest, of our readers.
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Merit Executive Dies
At Mayfield _Hospital

m.

MAYFIELD, Ky.—Pryor closed all day Monday out of reSutherlin, chief executive of the
spect to Mr. Sutherlin.

Merit Clothing Co. here, died at
11:10 a.m. Saturday it the Mayfield Hospital.

Mr. Sutherlin, 72, had been
hospitalized since suffering a
stroke at his home on Thursday.
Mr. Sutherlin _served as President of the clothing company
from MN until 1942 when he was
named chairman of the board of
directors. He had been active in
management of the company
since the death of W.F. Foster,
who succeeded him in the presidency, in 1987.
The lifelong Graves County
resident also was a former directnr of the Bennett Coal Co.
and the Exchange Bank here
He was an elder in the Mayfield First Christian Church.
Survivors include his widow,
Mrs. Mable Bennett Sutherlin;
s son, Billy Pryor Sutherlin,
Mayfield; two daughters, Mrs.
J. T. Hale, Jr., and Mrs. L. G.
Cook, both of Mayfield: and a
sister, Mrs. Marvin Ray, Mayfield.
Funeral services will be held
at 3 p.m. Monday at the Byrn
Funeral Chapel. The Rev. E.
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Kit Carson is now a museum nib
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Thomas Wright, the Rev. HowFeatures at 1:11 & 7:111„
ard Baxter, Louisville, former
pastor of the First Christian
Adults
Children 01
Church here, and the Rev. John
Huffman, pastor of the Mayfield
Reserved Performance
First Baptist Church will officitketa On Sale for
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'Archer Wins Masters,
Casper Bogeys Five
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Senators Tumble To Birds 9-0,
Cardinals Even Record At 3-3

Sports Parade

nil

EIENTIJCILE

and rammed Name a 12-foot putt.
"That 12-foot putt that Miffed
my par was the one shot that
LOILISIO
1987, to lead the Orioles to a dans their fifth loss.
AUGUSTA, Ga. UPI- The rec- saved me," said Archer. "I was
2-1 victory over Washington in
Snaps TI.
ord book will forever say that fortunate to make it,"
the first game of a doubleheadHarmon Killebrew's eighthBy FRED McMANE
skyscraping George Archer won
er. Phoebus completed the inning homer snapped a 3-3 tie
Ernie Banks is a tough mein sweep
the 1969 Masters golf championin the second game by and powered the Twins over
to retire under any cirrumst
ship, It might just as well say
an- stopping the Senators 9-0 on on- the Angels for their first victoes.
Billy Casper lost it.
ly two hits.
ory after four straight losses.
18th and checked his sights. Long
"I never was so discombobu- CAWS& Archer, 120400
By MILTON RICHMAN
4-43.0-72-03
The twin shutouts boosted It was Killebrew's 398th career
Manager Los Durocher of the
Tom wasn't monkeying around.
lated," sighed Casper in the Tog;
RICHMOND, Va. UPI - David Chicago Cubs finally
the
02,
UPI Sports Writer
5133M913
Orioles'
71.71.
M.
pitching
4
,1:7
staffs
7
45-54
1
home run, leaving him only two
gave up
Knudson, $17,333
He was out for blood. Archer's Pearson pushed his big Ford to this spring
wake of the disaster that struck George
Charles Comfy, $6,730 33 70-0-60-70.
744441-72in trying to tome scoreless string to 30 innings. short of becoming the 14th
January. $6S,
blood.
him on his unlucky 13th attempt Don
victory
Dave
McNally
in
AUGUST
the
blanked
Ga.
Richmon
A,
UPI - George
MI hor garter, S
d 500 Sun- the 38-year-old Banks to call it
Wash- player in baseball to hit 400
Littler, $3
Alas, he left himself a long day to grab a sackfull of NASCAR quits after pressing
to win the Masters green coat Gene
Archer, the big , economy-size
Llenel matert.
homers.
53.100
the *Mae ington 9-0 Saturday,
Tommy
Aaron,
1.3,41
downhill
putt
points
Faint
for a tie.
and pot of cash- one of the few Mason Rudolph, 11.3.100
Elsewhere In League
and pull level with Richard for the past two years. He reafellow who's the new foreman
Al Kalline's 410-foot homer
Sin...
Dan
$3.000
heart
never won a fair maiden Petty in the grand national cham- soned the club could still
7 .73-74- 7 at the Masters' spread here,
Elsewhere in the American highlighted a three-run first
major golf titles that has es- Sort Yancey.0,700
use
71.
Tokocki
Kano. $2,700
Banks' patent bat, and he's League, Boston downed Cleve inning that lifted the Tigers
caped the usually cool, calm Harold Henning.
keeps telling strangers he's rea- or sunk a tricky downhill putt pionship standings.
0.700
Al Geiberoer. $2,700
land, 3-1, Detroit beat New over the Yankees. Joe Sperms,
and collecting'Bonita, Calif., pro, Bruce
71.74.73-g lly a cowboy but on pay day what and after Weiskopf had made
Pearson averaged 73.752 mph been right so far.
Crompton. 12,700
in-id:ill:142York 6-2, Minnesota edged Ca- with rare relief help from
Dare Stockton, 131.400
The six-foot-six Archer, who oaeo
do you think he was doing in the his play and the hall trickled on the paved hall-mile track at
National
ri
.
scz
as.0,71,... 1,2,
League
i7
:111tioo .
pitchers
ace
lifornia, 5-4, Chicago ripped World Series hero Mickey Lofive feet off to the left and be- the state fairgrounds here, to
just might have become a basketbunkhouse?
-10--71.7
:finding it just as difficult to Seattle,
yond the hole, there was cowboy finish a lap ahead of Petty.
12-7, and Oakland beat
ball star along about now if he Deane Boman, $2.1 uu
The
same
thing
7
all
cowboys
74.1.
.
4
711
retire
the
veteran
Lee Trevino, 0.100
it base- Kansas City, 3-0, after droppin lich, was credited with the vict0-74.
00 do on pay day. Counting
George Archer standing tall and
g
hadn't been kicked off his high Jack aurae Jr..
The two drivers far outdistanc- man. In the seanon
$1,100
.
opener, the opener of a doubleheader, ory.
Nicklaus, $1,10
ID school team several years ago Jock
ed the field of the other 28 stock Ranks drove in ftve
But George Archer is a pecu- triumphant.
Dosae H111. $1.100
The White Sox, who hit the
11
75-2
73-n
-it-17
1-39:
11
runs
with
Arnold
Pollnow,
01450
4-1.
73.78-70.7421•2
because he sneaked away to play JfillolaV Poet 81430
liar kind of cowboy. He wasn't "It was just one of those photo cars in the annual 250-mile race. a pair of homers to pace the
fewest homers in the majors
72
-71.0-03
R.
Sernardini
.11410
i7172.7.
704 counting his money out there finishes and my long neck did it,"
golf on Mondays, took the MasPearson, 34, of Spartanburg, Cubs to a victory and Sunday
In National League action, last season, took advantage of
/4k r'r-t8eris7tu
ters by shooting only a par 72 a )1
Seattle's inviting short fences
away from all the people Sunday. he said, with a small boy grin. S. C., won $3,150 in the race. He he singled to drive in the win- St. Louis
topped New York,
_tit fliCor''*.
They were still asking him led for 415 of the 500 laps after ning run with two out
os.11141:3
on the last round for a 72-hole Dan
it- T7-29‘ He was counting his strokes beBlrs, 01.450 4.
in the 3-1, Pittsburgh edged Philadel- to pound out five in beating the
about the way he worked it here Saturday claiming the pole posit- Mirth inning to give
Gary Player , 31.013
score of 281.
Chicago a phia, 6-5, Chicago nipped Mont- Pilots. Pete Ward and Gail Hopt;ly:E1264 cause he has a good memory
ueSrieresaSIAS°
kins hit two-run homers while
Right on his heels at 282 were iin
7•8 victory over the Montreal real, 7-6, Atlanta
and vividly remembers what ha- while he was saddling up and he ion.
Sty
downed CineronTarIgnI,5°S1 430
Canadian George Knudson and Art
Pearson and Petty each now Expos.
ppened to Roberto de Vicenzo, laughed some more.
cinnati twice, 1-0 and 5-4, Hous- Woodie Held, Bill Anton and
WallJr . $1.150
R1.4=4"
„?
Dan Pavletich had solo shots.
long-hitting Ohioan Tom Weisthat famous South America gau- "You can't really have any has 1,115 grand national points. In other NL actkrn Sunckey, ton defeated Los Angeles,
;41.,%714'..4.4;1)450
5-2,
set strategy," He said. "You
Reggie Jackson and Dick
kopf-and Casper, who started one Steve Sorg..
Only nine of the starters were Atlanta swept • a doubleheader and San Francisco trimmed
SI.150
itititiqi cho, a year ago.
San
just go out and do what you have able to finish. Dodge driver Bob- from Cincinnati, 1-0 and 5-44 Diego,
Green hit home runs to back
stroke ahead of Archer and wound ti.rr4
"Extra Careful."
,__oC=
.
'
.SIA50
tg.
5-1.
A-11,-toro Sidarowf
704000.42---301/
by Isaac dropped out after seven St. Louis beat New York 3-1,
"I was careful to check my to, that's all."
C. Miadlecoff, 0.000
I 4 up one stroke behind him after an H.
72.74410.wIn
Palmer got all the support Jim Nash's three-hit pitching in
wirevo
Keiser, $1.300
incredible round of five bogeys
... 71.77411-wi Mar me scorecard," said the 6-foot - 6, When last seen, Archer was laps with an engine problem. Houston defeated Los Angeles he needed in the third inning leading the Athletics over the
A-Arneteur
and three birdies.
Pearson, Petty and Isaac were 3-2, Pittsburgh edged Philadel- when Frank Robinson followed Royals in the second game of
stringbean-like new Masters cha- riding off into the sunset with
doubleheader. The Royals,
$20,000 in his saddle bag he the only factory - backed drivers phia, 6-5 and San Francisco Paul Blair's single
So Archer, who lives on a ranmp. "Extra careful."
with h i s a
rimmed San Diego, 5-1.
NEW HEAD COACH
ch in Gilroy, Calif., and has been
George Archer is a golf pro didn't come here with. They gave in the race.
third homer of the season. Blair with Bill Butler and Moe DraDES MOINES, Iowa STS - and has been one
1. David Pearson, qpartanburg,
nicknamed "Cowboy" although
Atkanta, wawa stretched its and rookie Mery Rettenmund bowsky providing strong pitchfor the past It to him for his good hard work
he insists "I never was as high Drake University has announ- six years. He is not, repeat and before leaving he said he was S. C., Ford
record to 6-1, got four-hit pit- hit solo homers in the second ing and Mike Fiore adding the
$3,150
2. Richard Petty, Randleman, ching from Phil laiekro in Ito
class as a cowboy," took it all ced the appointment of Robert not, a cowboy although he lives heading for some place called
- game and the Orioles erupted power, stopped the Athletics in
ad at its new head coach on a cattle
Rancho La Costa in California. N, C. Ford
by playing par golf on the final MThopener and won the game in for six runs in the fourth inn- the opener.
ranch
Gilroy,
in
$1,725
Cal3. Elmo Langley, Charlotte, the eighth inning when Tony ing.
round with 35-37-72. Hehadthree of track and cross country as if. He never wears Western garb Seems there's gonna be some
well ss director of the Drake
birdies and three bogeys.
or boots and if he has said he's more shooting there later in the N. C., Ford
$1,050 Cioninger walked Clete Boyer Rico Petrocelli hit a two-run
Relays.
week.
a The rest of the story was-what
4. Nell Castles, Charlotte, with the bases loaded to wore homer and Reggie Smith a solo
Ehhart, track coach at North- not a real cowboy once, he's said
35 POINTS
shot to pace Lee Stange and the
N, C., Plymouth
might have been for Weiskopf, western
$750 Niekro.
University since 1980, it a thousand times, yet everyWATERLOO, Iowa SPD - The
an the nightcap, Felipe Assn Red Sox over
for Knudson and for Texans Don succeeds Bob Karnes,
5.
Bill
winless
Seifert
Cleve- Michigan
Skyland N. C.
now the body on the tour calls him "CowWrestling Club piled
enintw
un.to
gIedhoith
nness
me Sony
Petrocel
ingle
L wiinr
tkon
li inthe
Ford
n land
January and Charles Coody. Coo- director of athletics
followefourth
dDal- up 35 points
$650
at Drake. boy." A calamity like this could
to capture the Na6. J. D. McDuffte, Sanford,
dy, who hasn't won a major tourbother some of the more senslttional
AAU tournament SaturBravav
rlieried
nthega
AioMsohomr
ithco
with
be inning
Lected
formeassm
his nrstio
inhefimerand
N. C.,
fthoff day. The New
nament in five years, looked like
iv
you find on the
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR
$600
York Athletic
7. Bill Champion, Norfolk, Va.,
he was going to be a Cinderella
UNIVERSITY PARK, Ps. MN golf circuit. Not Archer, though.
Club was second with 33 points
did Orlando Cepeda and Felix
T
hiitasntin Stange fol owedthefol
Ford
champ when he burst into a one- -Edward M. Czelcaj, businem It's no burr under his saddle.
and Iowa State was third with
$575
eight
handing
In- 25.
8. Frank Warren, Augusta,Ga.
"If they 'rating call me Cowstroke lead with just three holes manager of athletics at Penn
Bob Gibson, the league's PreChevelle
to play.
State since 1957, has been nam- boy, fine," he says.
$550 mier pitcher a year
ago, won
9. Henley Gray, Rome, Ga.,
Archer won it because he never ed to succeed Ernest B. McCoy "I think they call me that befor the first time this year by
Ford
•lost his faith in himself - even as the school's director of ath- cause I live on a cattle ranch
$530 stopping the Mets on just three
10. Pete Hazlewood, Carters- hits.
when his second shot went into letics.
and used to work on one. They
The Cardinals took advanNational Lewis
A 1948 Penn State graduate, gotta give me some kind of nickville, Ga., Ford,
the water on the par 5 15th.
$520 tage of two wild pitches by Tom
Eastern Division
"I hit a four-iron and I thought Czekaj has been on the athlet- name and this one isn't bad. TheSeaver to score a pair of fir*
W. L Pe. 08
I hit It real good," he said. "I ic staff here since 1953.
re's nothing wrong with being a
inning runs, and Gibson made
5 1 .833
cowboy. It's good hard work, Chicago
was surprised when I saw the
them stand up as he helped the
Pittsburgh
5 1 .833
isn't it?"
splash because I thought it would
Cardinals sweep the three-game
St.
IIIELTO
Louis
3
ISE
.500
3
WINNE
2
R
Playing professional golf also
catch the green and maybe set
series.
HOCKENHELM, Germany tali
2 4 _333 3
can be at times, particularly the New York
up an eagle."
Doug Rader's three-run ho-Jean-Pierre Beanie* of FranMontreal
2
333
4
3
way Archer and four of his purThat's when the big Californian ce drove
LEXINGTON, Ky. UPI - Ken- mer and solo blasts by Jim
Phila.
his Matra-Ford to vic1
5
.167
4
Wynn and Dennis Menke ensuers, Tom Weiskopf, Billy Cascould have cracked. Instead he tory Sunday
Western DIViSi041
tucky edged an erratic Tennessee
in the Jim Mark
abled the Astra to post their
per, George Knudson and Charlie
•took his stroke penalty, pitched Memorial formula
W. L. Pe. GB team 5-4 here Saturday in a SouthTwo auto Coody
first victory of the season after
his fourth shot onto the From race.
went about it in the final Atlanta
6
eastern Conference baseball ga- five
1 .85'7
successive losses. Don Wilround.
Los Angeles 3 2 .600 2 me that went 12 innings.
son went the distance for the
Archer, at times, looked as if San Diego
3 3 .500 2%
The Vols committed four erro- Astros, coileati
ng 10 strikeouts.
he was being chased by - if you'll San Fran.
3 3 _500 2as rs, three in the eighth inning,and
Willie
forgive the expression-members Cincinnati
2 4 -333 3% a 12th inning balk to open the door ers and Stargell hit two homhelped the Pirates post
of a posse, He outwitted them all Houston
1 5 .167 4% for the Wildcats. Tennessee had their
fifth triumph in six 'torts.
at the pass, though.
Sundays Results
jumped off to a 4-1 lead.
Stargell's second homer tied the
Coody came at him like the St. Louis 3 New York 1
' The Wildcats took advantage score in the eighth
and the Pitop gun for awhile but when the Pittsburgh 6 Ptak 5
' of the errors to get thsee runs rates pushed across the
wintime approached for a showdown Chicago 7 Montreal 6
in the eighth frame. But the winn- ning run in the same inning
at Bacimine Corral, the grim- Atlanta 1 Cin. 0, 1st
ing run came when Phil Lentz on a single by Al Oliver, a
looking Texan suddenly fell apa- Atlanta 5 CM. 4., 2nd
' reached first on a bkioper. Vol sacrifice and an error by Tony
rt. He never even got to his hol- Houston 5 Los Angeles 2
I pitcher Mike Duvall hit EdGeary
ster, and bogeys on the 16th, 17th San Fran 5 San Diego 1
We
r
li
with a pitch for the second time Thyt
Today's Probable Pitchers
• of the MoCovey's third homer
and 18th finished him off.
year and the five-hit pit
and then came the balk.
All
Tirnes
EST
Knudson, the Canadian shootLentz was forced at home, (thing of Gaylord Perry helped
St.
Louis,
Briles
0-1 at Moner, stirred up things for awhile,
then Don Cravens found a hole the Giants to a three-game
too. He cashed in his chips when treal, Jester 0-1, 1:35 p. m.
of the Padres. Perry re
In the infield with a bounding ewe
New
York,
MacAndrew
he was short from 25 feet awe)*
tired the Last 16 batters in sucsingle to bring Geary home.
with a putt that could've gotten Philadelphia, 7:35 p. m.
cession as he evened his seaPittsburgh, Veale 1-0 at Chi- Relief pitcher Jim Sills was
him a tie on the 18th.
given the credit for the Wildt son record at 1-1.
Casper, an old hand at this cago, Holturran 1-0, 2:30 p. m. cats
while the loss was given
San Francisco, Bolin 0-1 atI
'
sort of thing, gave'em all a thrill
to Vol
Mike Duvall.
Cincinna
ti,
Maloney
0-0,
8
p.m.
when he nearly chipped in on the
1.4504110
Los Angeles, Sutton 0-1 at The Vols are now 6-3 in the
final hole where heasked his cadHouston, Dierker 0-1, 8:30 p. m league and 12-9 overall.
NEW YORK - New York Meta' left fielder
die to hold the flag, but the ball
By JOE CARNICELLI
Only games scheduled
falls to his knees as he recovers a third inning Cleon Jones
missed the cup by inches and
UPI Sports Writer
Tuesday's Ganes
bat of St. Louis Cardinals' Joe Terre at Shea drive off the
rolled four feet past to remove St. lodes
Stadium. Meta
Tom Phoebus burst into pro- shortstop Bud Harrelso
at Montreal
n directs the throw by Jonv.
him from contention.
minence by pitching a no-hitter.
New York at Phila., nigtrt
And then there was Weiskopf, Pittsburgh at
Photo train The NaahrIlle
Jim Palmer almost ruined his
Chicago
Teanossaaa.
not necessarily the eastest gun San Fran. at
Career trying to pitch one.
Cin., night
in the West but certainly one of Atlanta at Houston
The
pair
collaborated Sunday
, night
the longest. He looked, accord- San Diego at Los Ang.,
to solidify the Baltimore Ornight
ing to Archer, "like heves going
Only games scheduled
ioles' pennant chances for 1989.
o shoot all the lights out."
NEW YORK
-A squad Palmer, who missed all last
American League
of 40, including two seven- season with a sore arm, pitchOut For Blood
ed a five-hitter in his first
Eastern Division
504 W. Main Street
Plisse 753-11621
footers, comprises the 14th anappearance since September,
W. L Pct. GE
nual
All-Amer
ican
high
school
He bellied through those swing- Boston
4
1 .800 b7sketball team selected by
ing doors and made no secret of Baltimore
4 2 .667 %
Scholastic Magazines.
the fact he was aiming to gun Detroit
3 2 .600 1
'ME TEAM. announced
3 3 .500 1%
down the big cowboy from Calif- New York
yestarday. is the tallest ever,
ornia. He gritted his teeth on the Washington 3 4 .429 2
av-raeine
Cleveland
0 5 .000 4
Tern Payee or Shawnee
Western DeViS1011
each, Loutsvine. Ky., is the
W.
L
Pet.
tallest at 7-1. He has a MR
CONDITION "VERY GOOD
Kansas City 4 2 • .667
scoring average. I.uke Witte
Ata.USTA, Ga. - Two miniskirted girls croad In for
OSWEGA, N. Y. en - Hospi- Seattle
a
3 2 .600
of Marlineten. Ohio. is 74.
look at the 'etas of the Masters where most of the top protal officials said today former California
3 2 .600
feminist toilers are competing
He has a 33.0 average.
St. Louis Cardinsle fiat base- Oakland
3 3 .500
Allan Hornyak, of St. John's
man James A. "Rip" Collins, Chicago
2 3 .400
of Bellaire. Ohio, has Jae
64, was in "very good" condi- Minneso
ta
1 4 .200
highest average, 41.9. Fre
tion but will remain in the, inelands 6-2. Second highest
tensive care unit became of a Detroit Sundays Results
6 New Yort 2
score s Tom McMillen, 6-11,
heart ailment.
Boston 3 Cleveland 1
junior from Mansfield. Pa.,
Collins was a member of the Bait.
with 40.0.
2 Wash 0, 1st
old "Gas House" gang that ter- But
9
FOR THE time. Iwo players
meted National League pitch. Kan. Wadi 0, 2nd
City 4 Oakland 1, lot
were
ing in the late 1920's and early
picked
from
on
Oakland 3 Kansas City 0, and
team-Washington
of
'30's. '
InMinn. 5 California 4
dianapolis, the unbeaten state
Chicago 12 Seattle 7
chanipions of Indiana. The two
Today's Probable Pitchers
are George McGinnis,6-7, 32.7,
All Times EST
SIGNS CONTRACT
Chicago, John 1-0 at Cattierand Steve Downing, 6-9, 20.0.
MIAMI tas - Bruce Wein- Ma,
McG1(thlin 01, 11 p. m
Storag
stein,
Time,
e
It
a tight end at Yale teat
Let Us
is
Kansas City, Nelson 0-0 at
a year, has signed a contract with Seattle, Marshall 0-0,
JOINS PRILLIES
Storage
11 p. m
O the Miami Dolphin
PITTSBURGH rtat - Catcher
the 1969
BalUmore, Cuellar 0-0 at Bos- Vic
• American Footballs for
Rasnovsky joined the Phil•
• son. Weinstein wasLeague sea- ton, Longborg 0-0, 1'30 p. m. adelphi
a Mathes today in time
the club's
Only games re heduled
for their game with the Pittseighth draft choice
Tuesdays Games
brush Pirates
Wayne Liddick, a quarterback Minnesota
at Oakland
from Suspuehanna, and Brazi- Detroit
The Phil acquired Roznovary
at Cleveland
lian soccer star Waldyr Men- Wash
from Rochester of the internaPhone 753-4542
102 N. 5th Street
at
New
York
El clones signed with the
tional League and seat catcher
Doiphins Baltimore at Boston
11811111111111111131121111•11111•11118111111111111111111
Dec Edwards to Eugene, Ore,
1111171 as free agents.
Only games scheduled
the Pacific Cosa League
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Broach-Burch
Wedding To
Be In June
Mr, and Mrs.

By PATRICIA MeCORMACK
NEW YORK (UPI) —
Tutorial types pulling for sexually segregated schooling get
a boost from an all-male experiment funded by Uncle
Sam.
Females — small, as in
classmates; large, as i n
teachers — were excluded from the experimental kindergarten and first grade at
Jackson Elementary School in
Greeley. Colo., beginning two
years ago.

Paschall-Chapman ENgagemsetst

were better able to enter
discussions.
Plainly, they had lost cold
feet about schooL
As Dorvtin Boorman, kindergarten teacher, and Cecil
Matthews. first grade teacher,
explain it, this magic' was
achieved by changing the
traditional
standard
fo r
classroom behavior: that children remain quiet and orderly
at all times.

0

Charles C.
Broach, of Paducah, formarlo
Mayfield, announce the engage
THERE
WAS a is
By Abigail Van Buren
atreedt-ind approaching merriage
mosphere of informality, acat their daughter, Judith Aim. to
THE U.S. Office of Education and some horseplay.
DEAR ABBY: I've been keeping steady company with a
Dr. Jerry Glenn Burch, son of
tion put up the money for
Teachers occasionally would
Mr. and Mrs. Walter M. Burch
retired, very well-lode gentleman for the last 3 years- I
good reasons. Many studies
pick up their charges and toss
of Moscow, Tenn,
vacation in Arizona where he owns a lovely home Were both
have shown that most children
them in the air. Instead of
Miss Broach is a graduate of
In our mid-sixties.
with poor school adjustment
passing things, at other tunes
Mr. and Mrs. Wilson ThompReidland High School and Murare boys. Some educators
He asked me to marry him. so I went to my horoscope son of 100 Valley Road, Benthey would throw them to the
ray State Univeretty where she
have a hunch the boys get
boys.
reader and I told her about him and his proposal. and she said ton. announce the 'apemen
received a bachelor of science
off on the wrong foot by startOther marks of the all-male
iny stars were not rigbt to marry at this time, and I should of their oldest daughter. Wands
degree In vocational home eco.
ing school with girls.
kindergarten and first grade:
wait until the signs were better for me.
Faye, to Bruce Owen Barbara,
minim. While attending Ilim
The girls tend to settle down
In readiness for language
ray. she served as president at
I told this gentleman I wanted to think about it for a while, son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
faster. Teachers reward their
arts, the boys were introduced
Kappa Omicron Phi, national
rad he went north on business and I haven't seen him since. Burkeen, Benton Route 5.
to typewriters.
home economics honor middy.
good behavior. Little boys get
/ass Thompson attended BenPerhaps I should have accepted his proi1. What do you
PRACTICE at reading oe- Ki
and
ras
elected
inferior
feelings
to
"Who's
soon,
and
ton
High
Who
SchooL
Weir!
.curred in a teaching unit
VIRGO
In
America
many
Colleges
n
school.
them
of
hate
and
UniMr. Barkeep is a 1967 gradplaced inside a homemade
versities." She is presently emDEAR VIRGO: If he's worth follewiag. find "business" ef uate of South Marshall High
But boys exposed to the all.
space ship.
ployed
by
Memphis
city
schools,
male classes taught by male
year ewe "op aorta" sad aail him. If he's net already married School. He attended Paducah
Tape recorders suppleMemphis. Teem,
teachers are different, acTilghman Vocational School aid
le year horoscope reader, that is.
mented instruction in reading.
Dr. Burch graduated from
cording to a report in a joursocial studies and science.
Murray State University. He
Fayette County High School,
nal.
Practice in addition came
Somerville, Tam. He did his
DEAR ABBY I am a sophomore in high school and have a is presently employed in Murby keeping track of scores
COMPARED with a group
pre-veterinary work at the Uniserious problem Recently I saw one of my closest friends steal ray.
in a miniature bowling game.
A May wedding is planned.
of boys in coed classes, those
versiry of Tone and rea watch from we of the lockers in the gym I told him I saw
Girls, by the way, do equally
in
the
all-male
experim
ceived
ent
his
had
degree
in veterinary
well in sexually-segregated or
Mm take k, but be denied it.
better attendance records,
medicine from Auburn Unner.
coed classes!
If I rat on him. I might lose his friendship. What should I
were more aggressive in atsky, Auburn. Ala. While in Audo!
tacking learning situations and
ANAHEIM
burn, be was a member at AlPei. a social fraternity tar
DEAR ANAHEIM: Tell this hey that you KNOW he state
malduery students. At present
Aseembbes Youth Project
Shaker Settlement
the meek awl ranee bra la pet it leek. Explain that this kind
Dr. Merck Is in practice hi ColMonday, April 14
I Restored
el sail era* Inds le bigger Melts. which bring se stiff
Tenn,
The executive board of the
SPRINGFIEL), Mo. (UPI)-.pesetas' sied named emededene. And tel
m 3ene
is being
M_
that his refusal Women's Republican Club will cjA
PI FASANT HILL, Ky.(UPI) The fourth. annuidAmbaseadors
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the home
year
endell*.
The Shaker settlement here, re- in Mission (AIM) program of
of Mrs A. L. Rhodes.
cently
restored, was started in Assemblies of God youth has
MISS
LA JIANNIA PASCHALL
•••
ger.
DEAR"ABBY: I have been m..rried alma& 20 years. I
1805 and reached its peak of been set for July 4-Aug. 5
le
•
•
The
Bethany
Sunday
School
Mr. and Mrs. James C. Paschall, Murray Route
wont say I have a perfect marriage. but I do live by 2
Under the program, abouP
Two, es- about 500 members in the midThe Tappan Wives Club will nounce the engagement
theories. (11 Marriage is a ;0-50 proposition. (2) No woman in Class of the First Baptist
200 qualified young people, ages
and approeching marriage of Hub 1800s.
Church will meet at the home meet at the Holiday Inn
at six daughter, La Jeanne., to Eddie Gregg Chapman, eon of Mr.
her right mind would try t. raise children alone unless she had
A celibate religious group in 16-24, will go to Assemblies
and
of Mrs. Noel Melugin, 710 Olive p.m. Mrs. Chester
Thomas II Mrs. E. G. aspens of Cube.
absokaely no choice.
which
men and women lived m- of God home or foreign misStreet, at seven p.m.
boatel'.
Both Ms Pissebal9 and 11r. Chapman are 1067
I have alwsys told my husband, "Come on and help me,
• ••
graduates art, the Shakers were known sion fields at the invitation of
•• •
of Calloway deity Iffgh &Mod rad are now
attending Murray or their hard work and their the missionaries in charge. The
change that cti4er'. You had as much fun getting these kids
The Suburban Homemakers
as
Tuesday, April 15
State 1791.111/61. Kr. Cimgmera is also employed
at the Chestnut handicraft. Their brooms, pre- youths, who will pay most of
I did."
Club will meet at the home of
The Calloway County Assoc Street Rarber Sop.
serves and garden seeds were their own expenses, will team
He has known from the day our first child was born that he Mrs. Harry Russell, 1408 Pop- iation for Retarded
The wedding will be held at the Kirksey Baptist
Children
prized in the Midwest and up with national youth in daily
Church,
eauld have his freedom anytime he wanted it. I just made it lar Street, at seven p.m.
will meet at Robertson School Saturday, June 7, at seven-thirty
o'clock in the evening. No for- South. The settlement, located tur
es,
door
door-to-door
• ••
spe
rwitsn
witnessi
venwill
es ngnta
plain that if be wants to go, he's got to take the kids with
at
7:30
p.m.
inal
invitati
ons
will
be sent, and
him.
friends and relatives are M- 25 miles southwest of Lexingt
The South Pleasant Grove
•• •
on,
I keep their clothes lo it won't take more than 15 minutes
elted
to attend both the wedding and reception.
to Homemakers Club will most
in evangelistic crusades.
was abandoned in 1910.
at The Faith Doran Circle of the
peck
the home of Mrs. Robbie Me- First United
Methodist Church
Solet "TORTURED" of your recent column tell her Cuiston
A new light dimmer operates
at one p.m.
WSCS will meet in the social
husband that she'll pack the kids' clothes for him and his
horn atop the table. It ran be
Very Much Alive
• ••
-hot
hail at two p.m.
used to control brightness of
little secretar " and see how fast they "cool it." I'd bet my
The Mettle Bell Hays Circle
•• •
CLEVELAND (UPI) - The table lamps or other plug -In
bottom dollar the secretary would run like a scared rabbiL.
of the First United Methodist The Foster
PTA of the Bark.
"Is God Dead!" debate has lighting fixtures. The dimmer.
Chirch WSICS will inert at the 'Icy Boys
Sign me "AGREEABLE"
Camp will meet at the
reached the bumper stieker a little larger than a pack of
feral hall at 730 pm.
,camp at 730 p.m. Douglas
cigarettes, comes with a distage.
•••
DEAR ABBY: That was good advice you gave "TorShoemaker is president.
foot cord which can be plugged
Spotted
on
car
here
a
was:
The
Cordeli
a
Erwin Circle of
• ••
tured " the 4O-year-oid wife whose husband asked for a divorce
"Our God Is Not Dead. Sony Into any standard wall recepthe South Pleasant Grove Unittacle. The dimmer is designed)
so he could marry his young secretary. You said,
BREND
ROTZOL
W.
By
A
About Yours!"
L
"Don't sd Methodist Church WSCS The Progressive Homemakfor incandescent lamps only
make it to the hemline and
make any permanent decisions now. Your husband
's "love will most at the church at seven ers Club will meet at the home
FLORENCE, Italy, April
and has a 300-watt capacity
some soared above the
affair" sounds too hot not to cool down."
pas.
9. — (UPI) — Designers at
A separate switch turns lamps
of Mrs. John Adams at seven
of
his
line
that
length,
with
knees.
•
•
•
I know I went thru the same thing with my husband when
the Florence Fashion Show
on Or off, without elisturbing
p.m.
the color range limited to
Tits Rossi showed boots of
he -fell in love" with a Keay young girl who worked for
• ••
The WSCS of the Coldwater
the dial setting of the dimmer
put the models in tunics and
slack. tan and white.
him
United Methodist Church is
a synthetic material that re
trousers Wednesday then
button Itself.
and knew his finances It lasted several years, but I hung
Murray Assembly No, 19 Oron
covered them with coats so
scheduled Jo meet at the church der of the Rainbow for Girls
for the sake of our 3 children, and I'M glad I did.
sembled jaguar. They just
long you couldn't see anyat 7:30 p.m.
will meet at the Masonic Hall
My husband returned to me and we shared his remaini
reached above the knee and
ng
• ••
thing
but
the
coats.
at seven p.m. An initiation will
matched scarves twisted
years together as a contented old couple. I nursed him thru
Some coats reached the
his
Group III of the First Christ : be held.
around the head.
prostate trouble, and finally cancer He was the man I loved.
floor.
Others
were
long
Ian Church CWT is scheduled
• ••
Tiziani clothed a model in
What would have happened to him if I had put him out
enough to cover whatever
of to meet with Mrs. Coleman Me.
Circle I of the First United
trousers, topped with a tunic
the hduse' Please sign me
the model was wearing —
Keel at 7:30 p.m.
EIGHTY
Methodist Church WSCS will
that was double banded in
dresses, trousers, calf-length
•••
meet in the senior youth room
silver at the hem. Then she
Everybody has a problems. What's years?
skirts, even suits and bikinis.
The Sigma Department of the of the church at two p.m.
For a pensimil
hid it beneath a coat of velreply write te Abby. Hex Mlle, Les
•••
Angeles. Cal. Meek mad Murray Woman's Club will meet
vet which reached the ankle.
BOOTS were in profusion
seise. a stamped. self-addressed envelop
at
the
club
house
at
The
7:30
e.
Brooks Cross Circle of
pm.
Barbatta lined a coat in
on the runways in the Pitti
with Dr. T. Wayne Beasley u the First United Methodi
pile and wrapped it around
Per Abby's new booklet, "What
st Palace Some were ankleTees-Agers Want to the speaker Hostesses will be Church WSCS will meet
velvet trousers and tunic.
at the
length, some didn't quite
inaw," send SI le Abby. Box 817011. Les
N. 4th Street
sr 753-1613
Angeles, Cal. Meek Mesdames James Parker, Leon. home of Mrs. Jim Garrison, 303
Jewelling on the collar of the
ard Whitmer. Gene Landon_ W. Oak. Dale Drive, at 7:30
pm. Society
will have its mission tunic extended almost to the
J. Pitman. John Nanny, and
• ••
eannes404111141•4140••••••••
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Waist.
Frank Fan.
Arbitrary Priest
The Lynn Grove Homemakers study meeting at the church at
a
Patrick
Kennedy and Johna6n. In
de
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•
Barentz
•
en used
Club will meet at the home of illenren p.m.
1964
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purple paired with white. He
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ST. LOUIS
The Theta Department of the Mrs. Lloyd Canter at one
- The he was elected president of the
p.m.
,
showed
purple
sashes or
The Nature's Palette Garden
Rey. Leo C. Hu,..o(t. Low& National Academy of Arbi- Murray Woman's Club will meet
•••
cumberbunds on white —
Univenity has arbitrated about trators.
at the club house at 7.30 p.m.
The New Concord Parents Club will meet at the Communand white sashes and curie
ity Center on Ellis Drive at 1:30
with Dale Lemons as thenpeak- Club will have a special
3,500 hoar disputes since 1943
meet- p.m. Mrs.
berbunds on purple.
er. Hostesses will be Mrs. James ing at the school at
011ie Brown will give
and has accanaidated stacks of
seven p.m.
the lesson on dining table or,
A. Rogers. Mrs. Charles Huron All former principals
hearing transcripts and rulingsIN THE showings Tuesday
and tea• • •
Mrs.
Earl
Warford, and Mrs. chers are urged to attend. Call coffee table arrangements. Mrs. night maxi coats drooped
71se
whits-haired
Mary
Miller
hostess.
Edward
is
ShroaL
Jesuit priest, away Imo the
436-2283 or 4364390 if you plan
clear to the grounds and
•••
•••
Minion Clines
to attend.
University frespiendy an law
The Rho Chapter of Alpha
Monday, April 14
• ••
came lined in fur. They
assignments, plans as analyse al
SAN DIEGO, Calif. (UPI) The Alma Elementary School
The *omen's Missionary Soc- Delta Kappa will meet at Paris, teamed with fur boots, fur
his written mem* istr a look
Than.; at 7:30 p.m. lionesses
San Diego de Mesta, first of PTA will meet at the school iety of the First
osslisbor arbitratIOCBaptist Church
hats and fur mutts.
the chain of minions instituted at seven p.m. Supt. Buron Jeff- will meet at
the church at 9:30 Ira- Jewell Montgomery, CathVather Brown has been apThe Caumont Boutique of
Hopkins, Barbara. Bagalong the length of California, rey, Asst Supt William B. Mil a.m.
edra
pointed to Presidential EmerMilan showed a brown leathged,
and
Mary
?Janney.
ler,
was
.
and
establis
•
Board
hed
•
•
July
16, 1769
Member Rob
•
gency Boards in labor disputes
er wrapover raincoat that
•• •
ent Rasa will lead the discuss
by Padre Juniper° Serra.
The Christian Women's Felswept the floor. The leather
by
Presidents
Eisenhower.
The Parents Club of Murray
lop on the proposed school riser- lowship of the First
Christian
tie-belted coat was edged
Church will have a potluck sup- Assembly No. 19 Order of the
and lined in red fox.
Rainbow
for
Girls
will meet at
per at the home of Mrs. William
Caumont called its collecPorter at 6:30 p.m.Mrs John Masonic Hall at seven p.m.
tion Orient Express but the
S'S
Pasco will have the program
look was more trans-SibeAn open luncheon will be rian
and Mrs. Gene Landon the worexpress,
held at the Calloway County tucked In high with trousers
ship.
boots, and lots
•••
Country Club with serving from of commissar jackets.
The Music Department of the 12 noon to one p.m Golf, swimMore Russian-style maxis
Murray Woman's Club will meet ming, bridge, etc., will follow. came from Lux
Sport of ParUSE 04 COOKING
at the club house at 7-30 pm. For reservations call Gingles ma, which featured
gray
AND
Moslems will be Mesdames Willis, Jimmy Boone, Buddy knitted midriffs and
cuffs.
!MENG
Charles Clark, Leo Blair, G. B. Hewitt, or Henry Holton.
Eguzquisa of Milan liked
TOO
Scott, A. L Bailey, 0. B. Boone, toe.
maxis so much he did most
•• •
Jr.. Bill Crouse, and Josiah barnatl.
at the club house at two p.m.
'Thursday, April 17
•• •
The Westside Homemakers Hostesses will be Mesdames T.
Wedriesitsy, April 14
Club will meet at the home of C. Doran, 0 C. Wells, R. D.
-The Ruth Wilson Circle of Mrs. Wilburn Wyatt at 12:30 Langston, F B. Crouch, John
the First United Methodist p.m.
Stamps, R. L. Stinker, and RobA PASTEURI110 ROMOGENI/I1
Church WSCS will meet with
•••
ert Smith
Mrs J B. Wilson, 305 North 6th
•••
PRODUCT FOR
The Dorothy Circle of the
Street, at 7:30 p.m.
First Baptist Church WMS will
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
MITE.
CEREA1 AND FRUIT
•••
meet at the home of Mrs Er' Order of the Eastern Star will
CONTAINS NO MILK OR
The Hannah Clyde of the wood Beatty at 9:90 a.m.
MILK FAT
hold its regular meeting at the
...5(.414 0.1/WS 0a..111, cries
..,,PUP 031.ral YOGI la
al
•• •
•
First United Methodist Church
Masonic Hall at 7:30 pm.
•
I
1.00.10,
/04
soeso•••
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WSCS will meet with Mrs. Sid
The Business and Profession.
540 ber.:45(.10.05$
(AillaGif NAN 5.40
55'. ."
Jobs, 1611 Olive Street, at 7010111 isles (.5••11/0
Wednesday, April 23
al Women's Club will have a
11
pm
dinner meeting at the Woman's
The ladies of the Oaks Coun•••
Club House at 6730 p.m The try Club will have a "Come As
•
The Pottertown Homemaker, mmittee in charge is Mary You Are" breakfast at the club
16
FL
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PINT)
Club will meet at the Holiday
mwell, chairman,
you CAN LIAO A 140aSE TO WATER In this case a car wash in Wichita, Kan..
Annie at 8:45 a.m. A short business
Inn at ten a.m.
where
will be held followed by bridge
ance, and Marilyn Herndon.
Buddy White. a 2-year-old stallion, likes his regular
weekly morning shower., Tex Perkin.,
Packed in Ryan new toil Lined
• ••
•••
and golf. All members are urglong
a tnck and show horse trainer. and Buddy prefer
tibia car Waal; to others no wax
Life carton. First of its kind
The Elm
Grove
in the U.S.
Baptist The Home Department of the ed to make reservations with
Church Woman's Missionary urray Woman's Club will meet the hostess.
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Skirts Were Long,But
Coats Were Longest

FOR THE FINEST IN
WANING SERVICE

-UPERIOR
LAUNDRY • CLEANERS

TREAT YOURSELF TO A
FLAVOR SURPRISE FOR
CEREAL - COFFEE - FRUIT

RYAN'S

PAL

NON DAIRY PROOVC1'

COFFEE
PAL
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better able to enter
salons.

Linly, they had lost cold
ebout school.
Dor.vin Boorman, kinuten teacher, and Cecil
lews, first grade teacher,
in it, this magic- was
ved by changing the
Lionel
standard
for
room behavior: that chilremain quiet and orderly
I times.
ERE
WAS
an
athere of informality, acand some horseplay.
hers occasionally would
up their charges and toes
in the air. Instead of
ng things, at other Umee
would throw them to the
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ier marks of the all-male
!marten and first grade:
readiness for language
the boys were introduced
pewriters.
ACT10E at reading cc• in a teaching unit
• inside a homemade
e ship.
pe recorders suppleed instruction in reading,
1 studies and science.
ectice in addition came
ceeping track of scores
miniature bowling game.
.1s, by the way, do equally
in sexually-segregated or
classes!
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LOCATED IN THE NEW BEL AIR SHOPPING CENTER
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DISCOUNT Ditlfr CENTERS
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OPEN 9Al. - 9 P.M. DAILY, I -0 SUNDAY
all

eemblies Youth Project
RINGFIELD, Mo. (UPI) ourth. annual Ambassadors
ission (AIM) program of
kbliss of God youth has
set for July 4-Aug. 5,,
Kier the program, &hour'
[ualified young people, ages
will go to Assemblies
od home or foreign misfields at the invitation of
iissionaries in charge. The
IL who will pay most of
own expenses, will team
ith national youth in daily
to-door witnessing yenEvenings will be spent.
mgeIistic crusades.

5 BIG SALE DAYS
TUESDAY, APRIL 15, TRU
siguRimy A p RIL -19 1969
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ew light dimmer operates
atop the table. It can be
to control brightness of
lamps or other plug-in
ig fixtures. The dimmer.
e larger than a pack of
ttes, comes with a deord which can be plugged
.ny standard wall recepThe dimmer is designed
wandescent lamps only
as a 300-watt capacity
irate switch turns lamps
off, without ylisturbing
il setting of the dimmer
Itself.
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* LOW DISCOUNT PRICES . . . Thousands
of items are yours at Savings up to
40%
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2 G.E. PORTABLE PERSONAL SIZE COLOR TV SETS (with earp
hone)(ea.'259)
PORTABLE SINGER SEWING MACHINE (wit
h zig zag stitches, forward and backward stitches
)
ONEIDA STAINLESS STEEL 55-PC. SET
- SERV ICE FOR 8
SUNBEAM 'FAST-BACK' SHAVER
LADY SUNBEAM HAIR DRYER (professional
type)
DOMINION AUTOMATIC OVEN-BROILER
POLLENEX DELUXE FACIAL SAUNA
HUNDREDS OF OTHER PRIZES ALS
O TO BE GIVEN AWAY

5 BIG GRAND OPENING SALE DAYS

every day of the week!
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CLIP AND BRING TO SAY-RITE'S
NEW DRUG STORE
IN THE BEL MR SHOPPING
CENTER
to Win 81,000 in Prizes, including 2 G.E.
Color TV Sets,
Singer Sewing Machine, 55-Pc. Stainless
Steel Set, Sunbeam Shavers. Oven -Broiler, and Many
, Many Others!
No purchase necessary. Deposit anyti
me thru April
27, 1969.
vr••—•'•ATAI•
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NAME
_
Actress
City _
Zip

(please print)
_

State
Phone
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SEE INSIDE FOR
TREMENDOUS SAVINGS
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Drawings to be made April 28.
'69. You do not have to be
present to win. Winners will be
notified by phone or mail._

Tuesday, April 15, thru Saturday,April 19
at
SAV-RITE . . . Bel-Air Shopping Center

Lined long
1 in the U.S.

UI

11000 IN PRIZES

Ate Ati.1
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* QUALITY. . . We buy only the
finest merchandise from nationally known
manufacturers for your protection!
* SERVICE. . . Our store uses the most
modern methOds of mass merchandising to
enable you to shop quickly,
easily, and our employees are trained
to assist you efficiently and courteously in
every way!
* GUARANTEE. If you are
not completely satisfied your money will
be cheerfully refunded!
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BIG GIFT BAGS FILLED
WITH VARIETY OF ITEMS_
FOR OUR FIRST 1,000 ADULT VISITORS

II
II
II
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great adventure.
We've worked bard to make this store
appealing to you in every way—the
bright, new colors, carpeting, wood
paneling and decor are all beautifull
y
blended to give you a feeling and
atmosphere of comfort, of spaciousness,
St pleasure . . . AND because of SAVRITE'S tremendous buying power,
we have created EVERYDAY LOW
PRICES that will save you more mone
y
than you'll ever dream possible. Come
in, see for yourself!

I

EST IN
RV10E
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1
COME IN! SEE OUR BIG BEAUTIFUL NE
W STORE AND SAVE LIKE
NEVER BEFORE ON BRAND NAME
FINE QUALITY MERCHANDISE
ALL AT TOTAL DISCOUNT PRICES
We're sure you'll find shopping at SAV-RITE a really
. . . the Most Modern, Convenient
Discount Drug
Store in the Entire Areal
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of SAV-rite New
pithittAlkEY
Most Modem....
YOUR 1ST PRESCRIPTION WILL BE FILLED AT 1/2 PRICE
Hal of Our Regular Low Discount Price
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Open 9 a.m.-6 p.m. Daily
1-6 p.m. Sundays
Phone 753-8304

? ?
Why Pay More
for Prescriptions

We invite you to visit our new Prescription Department and as part of our Grand Opening Celebration
will fill
your first prescription at Half Price . . . half of our regular low discount price! We bring you the very finest
prescription drugs at the lowest prices possible . . . whether prescriptions or vitamins, the health
needs
purcha
you
se
at Say-Rite's new pharmacy are without doubt your best buy. Charlie Adams, our Registered Pharma
cist,
personifies the ultimate in skill and accuracy when compounding prescriptions. This precision has
been gained through
his many years of training and experience. No longer do you have to go out of town to get discou
nt prices on prescriptions. Call or bring in your prescriptions . . . we know you'll be pleased and you'll
appreciate thesavings!

When You Can SAVE
at SAY-RITE??
Let Us Quote You Prices!

III

If you are 60 years or over (or if you'll be 60 this
year) you can get an EXTRA 10% DISCOUNT
in addition to our Already Everyday Low Discount Prices. All Prescriptions filled Efficiently
and Promptly!
•
•
•
CUT OUT BLANK, FILL IN,
Bring or Mail to Our New Say-Rite Drug Store
in Bel Air Shopping Center, Murray, Ky.
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Cut Out This Blank, Fill In, Bring or Mail to:
SAV-RITE DISCOUNT DRUG STORE

II

Bel Air Shopping Center, Murray, Ky.
SAV.AITIC VANIOD

II
II
II

De wet W Abe Above

MR.
MRS
(Let Name) (lit Name)
(I(Iitial)
Last Name) (1.t Name)
Date of Birth
Date of Birth
(south) (Day)
(Month) (Day)
(Tear)
Social Security No.
Social Security No
Signature

(Initlal)
II

(Year)

ie
.e

Signature

Street Address
City

NI
ill

Date
Zone

State

Zip

MAKE SAY-RITE YOUR CONVENIENT ONE-STOP
SHOPPING HEADQUARTERS ...SEE THE MANY
MANY DEPARTMENTS FILLE9 WITH QUALITY MERGANDISE
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Bring the
Kiddies to
See Our
Birthday
Treasure
Cbest!
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Register
to Get the
Key to the
Chest
that Unlocks
it for
Prizes
They'll Love!!

due
19,
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Per
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Say-Rite buys the Finest Quality Drugs in Large Quantities direct from Leading Pharmaceutical Manuf
acturers
to get the Lowest Possible Prices and passes them on to You! These large purchases are made
possib
le
only because of Say-Rite's tremendous volume of business.
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Shopping for youngelEreof IIIepee IS easy in our cop,,
piste toy dopartmose It includes brand name toys.
Emma
,— everything yaws, on
will appreciate AND all
at total discount prkos.
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CANDIES
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'1.00 Box of
Dutch Mill Candy
Choice of 5 Flavors

Let us introduce you to Dutch Mill candies — exclusive
In this area at Sav-ritel You'd ri•v•r believe so much
goodness could be packed into *very morsol — cheese
miniatures, meltaways, luscious creams, and other delic.
hos varieties. Perfect for hostess gifts or entertaining ...
for treating all the family to this most luscious candy overt
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Everything for the amokorl you'll find the *news most
complete selection of pipes, pipe cleaners, racks, filtersoven a pipe repair center at 5AV-rite. Exclusive and
ported tobacco, flints, wicks, lighters, lighter fluids,
cigar holders — plus all your favorite brands of rigors
and cigarettes •no foahrrod.

I

You'll love to browse In our pager bock beak beleerfleleflt
— the largest In the area featuring today's top sellers and
a complete selection for all reeding tasters. Wide variety
of fierfeePellser* end InaiEssIneo are also evangel*.

'I

No matter what the occasion may be. you'll
find heat the
thing at our new Gift Sheol's! that Is brimming
ever with
gifts for those with the most discriminating
testa. Only
the finest quality gift itarns by the most
rosPocfed names
are featured
you will he proud to give AND to receive
gifts when they come from the Gift Shope*.
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DON'T MISS THE WAND OPENING OF SAY-RITE'S NEW DRUG STORE ... Sill 1 A.M.-9 P.M. DAILY AND
- i SUNDAYS
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DISCOUNT DRUG CENTERS
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GRAND OPENING SALE IN
OUR NEW DRUG STORE
IN BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER
. TUES., APRIL 15 THRU SAT., APRIL 19,
'69
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RIGHT GUARD
DEODORANT

Register For
'1,000 in
Free Prizes!
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4-o: size
$1 Value
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PRICE
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by Polaroid

SHOP 9 A.M.-9 P.M. DAILY
1-6 P.M. ON SUNDAYS

a LOW,LOW PRICE!
— '24.9$ VALUE 7

at

•••

Big Picture. You get big 314' x 4,
4'
black and white pictures in just
seconds

oini• now ••=1

7-second loading.

ON ALL KODACOLOR
FILM DEVELOPING
and PRINTING

Built-in photometer. Says "YES
" to you
when the exposure is correct.
Built-in flash. You drop the flashb
ulb
into the camera for flash shots.

III
III

Tues., Apr. 15, thru Sat., Apr. 19, '69

No focusing. Pictures in bright
sun
are sharp from 2 feet to the
horizon.
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COMPARE THESE EVERY
DAY
LOW, LOW DISCOUNT PRI
CES
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HAIRSTYLING SPRAY

Deodorant and Anti-Perspirant - 1.54 Value

II

PERSONNA BLADES

Adds ,sier to bleached and tinted
haff Wont strip or dull any
hair
color
not even a rinse. Its a styling spray its a holding spray

ARRID SPRAY
Refreshing! Effective! 5.8-oz. - Mt. Value

HAIR CARE DEPARTMENT

Stainless Steel (5 blades) - 79. Value

JAT
.)E EAST - - AFTER SHAVE 4-oz

SA1Plik
PRICE

HAIR CURLERS
Bouffant, Lg., Extra Lg., Med. - $1 Value

Super, Reg., Gentle - $2.28 Value

e
II

BAYER ASPIRIN
100% Pure Aspirin, 100 Ct. - 98. Value

II

III

44

ST. JOSEPH'S ASPIRIN

$1
•

!I!

for Children - 36 et. - 39e Value

LOVING CARE

III

BUFFERIN TABLETS

Hair Color Lotion by Clairol - $1.75 Value

II Candy
5 Flavors

H
- $3 Value $2.26 III

HEADACHE AND PAIN RELIEVERS

DIES

TONI HOME PERMANENT

MEN'S DEPARTMENT
RAPID SHAVE - $1.19 Value

Sprays on, stays on crystal clear!

So Easy-to-Use - le-oz. - 8149 Value

JPENING
:IAL
loz of

If

by Palmolive, Reg. or Lime - 11-oz.

BAN ROLL-ON

1 Mill

COMPARE THESE EVERY DAY
LOW, LOW DISCOUNT PRICES
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itnyErrii

SECRET CREME ICE BLUE

!I!

•

Iii

DEODORANT DEPARTMENT

III

Tri
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US

Finest C.andies.

..r.1

Reliever Pain Fast, 100 Ct. - $1.49 Value

VISIT OUR PET SUPPLIES
DEPARTMENT — Complete Line of
Hartz Mountain items

PRELL LIQUID SHAMPOO

Kxtra Rich, 7-oz. - $1.01 Value

•

IS
I"
!I!
IIS

CONTACT COLD CAPSULES

99

Stops Cold Miseries - 10 Capsules - $1.59 Value

DENTAL NEEDS DEPARTMENT

LISTERINE

NOW

POLIDENT POWDER

IN TWO FLAVORS

for Denture Wearers
10-oz. - 81.07 Value

Kills Germs By Millions
on Contact
Your breath stays fresh...
because your mouth is clean
with LISTER1NE

COLGATE TOOTHPASTE
Colgate.

Crest i

REGULAR
& NEW MINT

Only Toothpaste
with Fluoristan!
Family Size

11
Family Size - $1.05 Value

'1.19 Value

DENTU-CREME

'1.05 Value

Effective Toothpaste for yaw
Denture Wearers - it3e Value
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NEW

st th•
. with
Only
%am..

SCOPE

SAIWie

ORAL HYGIENIC MOUTHWASH
AND GARCIA

71V

PRICE

Keeps Breath Fresh - 12-oz.

SHOP 9 A.M.-9 P.M. DAILY
1-6 P.M. SUNDAY
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GRAND OPENING SALE IN OUR NEW DRUG STORE
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BIG GIFT BAGS FILLED WITH VARIETY OF ITEMS
FOR OUR 1st 1,000 ADULT VISITORS 1 bag Per family)
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* AUTQI 9VEN BROILER
SUNBEAM FASTBACK SHAVER * SS-PC. ONEIDA STAINL
ESS STEEL SET
PORTABLE SINGER SEWING MACHINE * LADY
SUNBEAM SHAVER
HUNDREDS OF OTHER FABULOUS PRIZES

•I
t
.
T

Clip and bring to Sav-Rite's New Drug Store in
Bel Air Shopping Center byb April 27, '69, to win
SIAM lis Prises. No purchase necessary.
NAME
Address
City
State
Zip
Phone
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TABLE GUITH

Flannel Backs . . .
Extra Heavy . .
Waterproof
Won't
Crack or Peel
$2.49 Value
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SYLVANIA ,
LINT BULBS
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Softlite or Regular
60, 75, 100 Watt Bulbs
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sold
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Vim
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NYLON
HOSE

!II

due

IIILDRENS
CANVAS
SHOES

Assorted Sizes
and Colors
96. Value

Inca
19(
Nal
ino
Jam

Reg or Super
Box of 12

a
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you
goo
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PRICE
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1311-ii !if

•

PICNIC

•
•

BAR&

PAPER.
NAPKINS

PRICE

a

200 Ct.
Assorted Colors

•

Plates
49

Pkg.

WU

pet
pet

cru
Crll

711* Value

Seamless or
&minims Stretch

Ill

Full pint of alcohol
for so many uses.
29s Value
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ALL THE BIGGEST HITS!!
Top Artists... including:

Ray Price, Carl
Chuck Wagon Gang, Flatt and Scruggs,
And Many, Many Others!
COMPLETE SELECTION OF RECORDS & TAPES

KEN CARMEL
A SATISFIED VINO

•

A ',AMON fa•nd • IMarf
Lomsocne 111••• • truck ennitni
Man • TI••••'s Nem Pretty G••14
Ttinn Om • Ramie' On The
Ilanintrn • Ono IMndre•
Away lel Name •• Kentucky
Wm,Parad.s• • Lonesome
Janaome 'Intl • Long Block
Limousine • Poor am Lookla'
rot A Nom*

VV1NNERS .C.nrecmciestor-

LAWRENCE WELK
IF YON WIRE ENE MOLY
GIRL NI THE WORLD

Elvis Presley's first Camden
album Includes Wonderful
World, Night Life, She's a
Machine, Tiger Man, All I
Needed Was the Rain, others

RILLY TAMAN SIKIIISTRA
DAVY & Wet

Ilmoo.on VI•OdIng Song •
FOr Sentontentel Seasons •
Meyer S•n•I•
l••• ['Mrs In TM 14011 •
hog • lko.sty • A. Sim •
If 520 Kfere The Onty Curl in
••• ow* • WM,* Vim,
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• Safeguard System Divides
Armed Services Committee
By JOHN HALL

vices panel could be counted
on for solid support for defense
WASHINGTON UPI - The pro- spending requests.
A, posed Safeguard Antiballistic Mi- ports were virtuall Minority rey
ssile ABM System is starting since the committee unheard of,
has made a
to fracture the normal unity on fetish of presenting
the powerful Senate Armed Ser- view to Congress ona unified
national
vices Committee.
security matters.
Dissident members are now
The ABM issue has
talking privately about tiling di- ly split the committeenot exactinto two
ssenting views against the ABM hostile camps. Some
of its mem'when the defense procurement bers, particularly
Junior sena.
bill is reported - a step virtually tors and those with
large
unprecedented on this most mon- tary complexes to protect miltin theolithic of congressional commi- ir states, still have
qualms about
•ttees.
challenging the committee lead.
ABM foss say they can count ership openly.
at least four and possibly eight To less experienced
senators,
votes against the Safeguard on it takes more than
the 17-member panel-not enough age to look a four a little courto defeat it but sufficient to in the eye, after -star general
he insists the
justify a separate minority re- national securit
y is in danger,
port.
and tell him he is wrong,
Furthermore, some members But there are some
early inclaim the differences extend be- dications of turmoil
.
yond the ABM program, which is
W the focal point of congressional
Leadership Pressure
• efforts to reduce the $80 billion
defense budget. Other major 119- Democratic member
s, who felt
apons systems, such as the man- lutibound to support
former Prned strategic bomber, are being esident Johnson's
defense
severely scrutinized. Even the get, now are receiving an budopposcommittee's guiding principle- ite political pressure
from
that errors should be made on party's new leaders-forme the
r Vice
the side of national security - is President Hubert H.
Humphrey,
for the first time being quest- Sen. Edmund Muskie,
and Sen.
•toned.
Edward M. Kennedy • who oppose
the ABM and favor a negotiated
Security 'Fetish'
arms control settlement with the
Soviet Union.
In the past, the armed ser- Moreover, Sen. Stuart
Symin-
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FLIGHT FAILS

goal under a hail of gunfire tom
Communist East German guards.
West Berlin police spokesman
BERLIN UPI - A man tried
to flee into West Berlin Wednes- said the man was trying to work
his way through barbed wire
day night but fell snort of his fortifications when
the Communist guards spotted him. The spogton, D. Mo., the committee's kesman said about 50 shots were
second - ranking Democrat, has fired.
vowed to fight the ABM and to Communist guards carried the
reduce U. S. overseas military man back into East Berlin, said ,
commitments, Symington has sh- the spokesman. It was got known
own no signs of leading a revolt. whether he had been killed.
But some members would be surprised if his views on the ABM
NEW tOKK (UPI)—ABC's
went unrecorded when the defen- Tuesday "Movie of the Week"
se procurement bill is reported. program, bowing in the fait, via
If he chooses to force a commi- include a 90-minute docuntertttee showdown on the question,ha tary film about the life sall4
VW WM several allies.
times of the late Sen.' Robert
F. Kennedy.

KENTUCKY
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Summer

Cool Sun And
Fun Fashion

NBC's "Kraft Music Hall" on
Wednesday nights again goes
through a suinmer with a series
of new productions, 18 in all.
The Tony Sandler-Ralph Young
singing team and comedienne
Judy Carrie will head arp 12
shows
taped
in England.
Hawaiian singing star Don Ho
will host six shows made in
Hawaii.
*

*
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*

*

While there's Hope there's
hope. Bob. will be back on
NBC next season, his 20th on
television, with nine specials,
seven an hour in length and two
at 90 minutes. The. comedi
an
is non in his 31st broadcasting
"MISS AMERICA" MRS.—Donna Axu-• "Miss America" of
1964 when she lived in Eldorado, Ark., plans an early summer wedding with Gus F. Mutscher, Texas House of
Representatives speaker She presently is a member of the
Texas
Tech speech faculty in Austin

s'

That Features
The Pretzel

SING up leftovers is not
a trick exclusive to budget-stretching homemakers of
the twentieth century. Way
back in 610 A.D., for example,
there lived a monk in Southern
France who simply couldn't
bear to waste bits of dough
left from breadmaking. He finally twisted them into a form
.
that somewhat resembled
children's arms folded in
prayer and gave them to wellbehaved students as "pretiola".
the Latin word for a little
prize. Thus was the "pretzel"'
born and it has been enjoyed
ever since as a savory snack
with soda, beer or other beveleillges.
The new twist with pretzels
calls for doing things to them
and with them. For example:
Make Piquant Pretzels
sparked with Italian, French,
Mexican or East Indian seasonings.
Dip into melted chocolate
with pretzels for a sweet treat
the young set will dote on.
Top off apple pie with
crushed pretzels . . used for
crumb topping, they introduce
a new and delicious flavor
note. It seems a surprising
combination . . but not when
TARE CURRY FROM INDIA, celery
you consider, for example, how
and tarragon from France, chili
powder from Mexico
and garlic powder from Italy. Sprinkl
good is an apple pie with a
e over buttery, pretzels and bake.
Serve warm'
wedge of sharp cheese.
powder.
PIQUANT PRETZELS
late: then lift. to allow excess
cup butter or margarine
Place pretzels in a single
Li cup melted butter or
chocolate to drain.
% teaspoon ground
margarine
layer on a cookie sheet and
Place pretzels on wax paper
nutmeg
bake in a 350 F. preheated
4 dozen pretzels
or foil and chill to harden " —
Prepare pie crust according
oven for 10 minutes. Serve
Garlic powder
Some of the chocolate may
to package directions.
warm.
Celery salt
be left in the pot, add pretzel
Roll out and ale to line the
Tarragon, finely
Makes 4 dozen pretzels.
nuggets or coarsely broken
bottom and sides of an unCHOCOLATE COATED
crushed
•
pieces of pretzel and drop mixgreased 10-inch pie pan flutChili-powder
PRETZELS
ture by spoonfuls on wax paing a high edge. Add lemon
Curry powder
2 (6 ounces eachl.,.
per or foil to make" pretzel
juice to pie filling and spoon
Brush melted butter on both
packages semi-sweet
clfisters Chill to harden.
into pan
sides of pretzels.
chocolate pieces
,Makes 2 to 3 dozen, dependCombine remaining ingrediFor Italian pretzels, sprinI tablespoon vegetable
ing on size of pretzels.
ents and cut in butter using 2
kle 12 pretzels with garlic
shortening
DUTCH PRETZEL
knives or a pastry blender unpowder
2 to 3 dozeo assorted
APPLE PIE
til mixture is crumbly. SprinFor French pretzels. sprinpretzels
1 package pie crust mix
kle crumbs around the outer
Place chocolate in. a. pan
kle 12 pretzels with celery salt
2 ii pound 9 ounces each,
edge of the pie.
over hot water, Stir until
and tarragon.
cans apple pie filling
Bake in a preheated hot
chocolate is melted, Add shortFor Mexican pretzels, sprin2 tablespoons lemon juice
oven 1400
for 35 to 40 minening and stir until smooth
W kle 12 pretzels with , chili
1, cup finely crushed
utes or until crust and topping
powder.
and melted. Drop pretzels into
pretzels
are richly browned. Cool to
melted - chocolate, one at a
For East Indian pretzels,
cup firmly packed light
lukewarm and then cut into
sprinkle 12 pretzels with curry
time. Turn pretzel in chocobrown sugar
wedges. Makes 1 (10-inch) pie.

U

rug Store in
/, '69, to win
iry.

*

Chad Everett and James Daly
will be co-stars in next season s
one-hour weekly series about a
universit, medical center for
CBS. Daly is in the two-hour
pilot film, "UMC," to be seen
on the netwoirs regular April
17 movie period.

Jack Gayer
The Santa Fe Railway does
not run trains through Santa Fe.
N.M.
*

fp By JOAN O'SULLIVAN

*

* *

A half toitofearthworms may
live in a single acre and can
turn over 20 tons of soil a year

41••••••••••••

LOW-PLACED, top-stitched inset belt
tops A-line skirt with an inverted front
pleat on this sleeveless, one-piece dress
Pattern (4865) cornea in teen aims 10-16

VERSATILE JUMPER can be worn MIA
its own blouse as sun or informal evening
dress depending on fabric choice. Belt is
optional. Pattern (9296) in junior sizes.

By TAD OWADY
THE GREATEST advantage it is intended and the fit.
Study later add the "extras" that
in making your own clothes in yourself carefully.
Then se- will pleasantly help to expeaddition to keeping within lect a style to suit your type
dite the task. No matter how
budget restrictions is clfoice— —one with uncluttered
lines simple the patterns, such as
choice of smartly styled pat- and easy to Make. Be sure to those shown
terns-, and of fabrics in all check your measurements to and patienc here, use care
e in marking and
price ranges, solid colors and determine the correct size. Al- assembling the
pieces.
prints.
ways buy a pattern by the
If you would
to know
Three elements must be con- bust measurement. Less ad- the cost of these like
pattern* and
sidered in choosing a pattern: justment is needed that way. how to obtain them,
send your
you (what you like to look
If you are a beginner you'll inquiry and a self-addressed
like; what you look and feel need only the basic sewing stampe
d envelope to me in
best in); the occasion for which tools at this point. You can care of
this newspaper.
•

The Tony Awards winners will
be revealed April 20 on an.NBCTV 90-minute color special broadcast from the Mark Hellinger
Theater. There are four nominees
in each of 15 categories. Winners win be determined by the
votes of about 5(N) persons variously linked to the theater.
The four plays nominated from
the productions mounted between March 20, 1968 and March
16, 1969 were -The Great White
Hope" by Howard Sackler,
"Hadrian VII" by Peter Luke,
'`Lovers" by Brian Friel
.and
"The Man in the Glans Booth"
by Robert Shaw.
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IF your phone is
gathering dust....
NEWSPAPER
ADVERTISING
could ring the
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Dust off your selling worries

along with the dust on that phone. We'll
show you that successful selling begins right
here in the pages of this newspaper. What-

NcE
UK
Lae

ever your service, you'll sell it best to more
users when you advertise here. Let our skilled
ad men show you how to put newspaper advertising to work for you. Call for details.
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dvice on Co-ops
At Cape Keraudren
And Condominiums Australia Plans Atom-Built Port;

By DOROTHEA M. BROOKS
jag converted to cooperatives.
NEW YORK (UPI) - Co-op
Although the tenants are apt
or condominium!
to pay slightly more in mainIt's a question being asked tenance charges than they preoften these days as apartment visouly paid in rent, they benefit
rentals soar and single family through tax deductions, a more
housing takes increasuigly large stable occupancy and control
chunks of time and money to 'over maintenance standards.
There also is protection &pinata,
maintain.
Group ownership, combining cost increases rising out of such
at least some of the home- factors as a small supply of
owner's financial benefits and available housing or, in the case
the apartment dweller's freedom of nonprofit co-ops, by profit
from maintenance worries is at- consideration.
Any family considering either
tracting a growing number of
co-op or condominium ownerfamilies.
Cooperative and condominium ship, however,should realise that
are the two forms of group maintenance charges are a variownership and a good deal of able factor. Carrying charges will
confusion surrounds the terms. increase to reflect higher costs of
There are differences aids family materials, labor and services. AlHARVARD NON-MIUTANTS display a significant sign on the Cambndge. Mass., campus
would do well to investigate though costs can be controlled to
while elsewhere. Assistant Dean of Students Archie Epps is hustled down a flight of
carefully to find which best suits some extent by varying the qualstairs by ROTC protesters as they take over administration building at the universit
ity and quantity of maintenance
its individual requirement'.
y.
The Foundation for Full Ser- and services, the desires and
multi-unit building or complex. vice Banks gives a rundown on needs of an is&vidual tenant
The condominium owner alone each and suggests as a good may be outyeighed by the minoris responsible for his mortgage source of information the local ity vote. 1,
Woman% Australia's Cap* Kisreudren.
dan tax payments, and he also banker who is ;in a position to
Much of the advantage and
pays his proportionate share of give information regarding pro- success of co-op or condominium
ARTHUR WOLFS
By
; take." "We still don't know the
operating expenses for shared •rty. values and taxes as well as ownership, also, depends upon
Central Press Asset-Hato,' Correxporiderit
effects of underground nuclear
SYDNEY, Australia The creation of the world's
areas, services and equipment Financial advice - the amount knowledgeable,efficient and confirst atomic explosions," declared Prof. L. C.
port
at
Cape
you
can afford to invest in a co- scientious manangement.
By JAMES L. SRODES
Keraudren, Western Australia, in the remote north- Birch, Universi
-In 1969 a further rise is such as halls, lobbies. elevators,
ty of Sydney
west, now seems almost certain to take
op or how much mortgage you
WASHINGTON (UP) - The expected with starts in such beat and air-conditioning.
place in 1970.
The prospective co-op or conSchool of Biological science
The
economic
and technical studies being undertaken by
The co-op resident deducts can swing for a condominium. dominium buyer would be
honsins isomer! spent most of structures reaching 685,000 - a
the
bead.
wise American and Australi
• • •
Generally speaking, most co-on income tax his proportionate
; yak ennoratulaikt ung itself 12 per cent uptrend.
costudy any property with an in May. Five separatean experts are expected to be concluded
hydrogen
bombsoperative
each
share
s
of
interest
of
200
kiloton
and
and
taxes
ItWould take years to carpaid
condomi
from the market1
as lb MOOP11166
niums are eve to such factors.
This is not to say that the
strength and each 10 times more powerful
than the Hiroshima 17 out a survey at -Cape Kercopare of 1
• Now it must day of the one-family home is by the corporation: the con- managed similarly. Each member Tax Deductions
blast -will be exploded together to make huge
caverns
feet audren of plant and animal life.
try to beat those gains in 1969. over, the department stressed, dominium owner deducts his per- owner has a voice and vote in the
Some cooperatives afford below the sea-bed. The topsoil will then fall in, creating 800great
It seems to
a
be complete
Tha job will be a tough one. Not on year 8- per cent FHA sonal mortgage interest and tax group operation and a board of greater
tax deductions than basin 400 feet deep and long enough and wide enough to handle nonsense notmetoto get
any inpayments.
directors elected by the owners others. If the corporat
=interest rates plus spiral- In()rt.aI
the
turnarou
nd
of 150,000-ton ore carriers, 1,000 feet long..
ion owns
lormation. before going ahead
is
When
in
it
comes
charge
to
selling,
-kg
of
labor rid Inister costs
the
the
The
charges,
building
just the building, the buyer
which will be placed In the 800-foot deep bore with ths explosio
ougli slide unit starts
n' Birch said.
re.ohigue the hearshader in have not showla the same -Mo- resident of a government-aided management. Each owner is re- might pay less in a down pay- holes, will be different from normal hydrogen weapons.
• • •
They will
the ?Me sissall, but gisiernment mentum as multi-units in 1968, co-op usually is required to sell sponsible for Maintenance of its ment but his maintenance charges be specially constructed in long.
DR. W. D. RIDE. director of
rebilloss my be can shit have$ they should be at about the his apartment back to the cor- own dwelling.
be higher to cover use of thin cases to fit into the bores, the primary financial responsl- the Western Australian Muand
will
probably
poration
each coat i Witty, has named Cape Kerau- sew, Wel nuclear pollution
at book value, while
in government-aided middle- the land. And interest
ilk lad 12 months he has evenl 975,000 unit mark in 1969."the
of
about 2300.009; In- Australian I dren. about-SO miles' hortheas
the private co-op owner can sell income cooperatives each owner might be
Ise&
iiiii-In•the7-area of the blast
surv• stated.
lower because orlM
cl
i
a
money.
of Port Hedland, as the pro- Could lead to man's eating
A Commerce Department sur- 'While this represents an ini- at the market price which would his one .vote regardless of his buading is mortgaged. Where
nuThe Keraudren Project marks posed terminal of its railway clear-contam
include a profit. However, the investment or apartment size. both land and building
vey of the construction industry provenseut over
inated food,
the estimated
another stage in the progress of and the location of port and
are
ownThe radioactive product of
paints an optimistic picture forl 915,000 units started in 1968, prospective private co-op buyer The private co-op resident and ed, s down payment may be the United States'
Plowshare loading facilities for ore export.- the explosion was bound to be
the housing industry in 1969.1it falls short of the 1950 peak may have to meet the approval condominium owner, however, larger, maintenance costs lower, Program for civil engineering
• • •
caught up in the food chains
of the corporation's board of have a vote proportionate to and the tenant
Department economists caution.; performance. It is however,
THE company's program re- by the organisms that lived
could have higher and mining applications of- nuthe directors.
apartmen
however, that the rosy view de-; highest since
t
investme
nt
clear
and
explosion
size.
tax
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1963, when
deductions for interest and
an early decision on the there, he said. Organisms that
,
hi most cases, to sell his unit, Cask Down
pends on how effectively the
amortization on the joint proper- thE program promises a range construction of the harbo r. did not move around would be
21,000 units were darted."
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of
techniqu
owner
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Stockpile
which
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Because
recould
, loading and berth- eaten by fish and
one mortgage covers .
be of
soy.
_ ._ great value in developing the ing facilities for large bulk ore be carried around, these would
ipaTreir only to give the other the entire cooperatively owned
inflation problems in the
In some cities
;
*are predictions, the
carriers will be needed no later
owners the chance to buy at a building and owners are not operative housing there are co- country's natural resources.
half of the year.
• • •
TI* abused, are based on the
developments
• • •
than the end of 1970. If nuprice offered by a third party. allowed individual mortgages, a -ponsored by churches
That's a big "if", but the mom somimption that governme
"THIS SORT of thing would
,
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nt polT
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GOVER
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NMENT
explosive
of
s are to be used be serious if there were a large
ks with a private home, the co-op buyer makes a cash down wniversities and other
°mists point out that the
rim will make mortgage money
organiza- Western Australia sought the for the harbor, this operation fishery In the
condominium owner,once a por- payment on a unit and becomes tam&
area. As it stands,
dusky has come a long way from more available to builders
agreement of the federal gov- must precede any other con- eisploratory
and
studies have been
tion of his mortgage has been a
older in the corporation
the A45,000 housing start low buyers alike.
Middle-income housing co- eminent fur a technical and eco- struction at the site.
done on tuna resources," he
point of 1966 to the 1.5 million
"But while funds for housing paid off, can raise cash through or trust owning the property. peralives are those financed with nomic feasibility study of the
The Australian government said. "There is no Australi
an
rate it reached in 1968.
; will be somewhat more available mortgage refinancing. This is not He receives a lease to a specific II /-y ear Federal Housing Admin- use of nuclear explosives for the has agreed to participate in fishery, but there is an offpossible for the co-op resident dwelling and, instead of paying c-tration mortgages or
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s and shore Japanese fishery. Wheththose with
in the who has no individua
to predict that the housing start high interest rates of
l rights to rent, he pays monthly main- -tate or local government aid. Keraddren.
feasibility of the nuclear harbor er this would come close
enough
1968
The approach was the 'result plan in association with the Inshore
rate for 1969 will reach 1.66 ,anticipated, at least through is the shared mortgage. But the tenance or carrying charges. Mort- FHA cocps set minimum requireto be Important, I don't
the cooperative dweller;generally will gage costa, real estate taxes, cost
of representations made by the U.S. Atomic Energy Commismillion units - a peak reached ;first half of 1969,
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know."
ments for applicants and the
the survey pay less for his unit and
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Mg boom.
ArFHA financed cooperatives from the coast
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Cape
Kerauin other fields
ants on a monthly bans accordparticularly
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The company, which bears dren "could be a terrible mis- civil
engineering and mining.
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ing to their investments.
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eerie .tn of the world's land area but 14
Private co-ops may be profit
housing eminknelids
Ge in per cent of the world's populaResearch has helped raise
or nonprofit operations. They
the multimalt direllis, the sur- u°11.
•
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may be built expressly. for co- the cancer survival rate from
vey sad. Apartments, eondimin
Church Music Meeting
LADY GODIVA
operative ownership or they may one-in-h‘c 30 years ago to the
Mins. duplexes and the like tallpresent
rate
of
one-in-th
ree.
be created by rental tenants who,
RICHMOND, Va. (UPI) ied a 36 per cent mereasie ii MUSE be nonprofit
Support the American Cancer
corporat
as a group, buy an apartment
starts last year. compared with or trusts organized under ions
A midsummer church music conSociety.
BOSTON UPI - Bill Veeck, ference
state
the 8 per cent gain recorded for laws.
at Montreat, N.C., is
who once had a midget pinch
sponsored by the Presbyiisijk:amily units.
While the co-op resident funchit in the big leagues and who being
terian Church U.S. Board of
• In New York City, for inSince 1945 the American
estimated 610,000 units tions both as tenant and owner,
NEW YORK UPI. From this set off live fireworks when mem- Education.
Cancer Society has spent more
in multi-unit structures started in the condomi
stance,
removal
of
rent
controls
nium dweller is more
bers of his Cleveland team hit
The July 24-30 meeting will
from higher-priced, apartments than $200,000,000 on research point on Shearson Hammill
1968 were the highest on record:' like a homeowner. He takes
actHelp conquer cancer by sup- Co. says, developments in the home runs, has a new promotion give choir directors, choir memhas
the survey said.
resulted
in
an
increasin
g
ual title of his residence in a
going.
bers, organists and ministers of
number of apartment houses be- porting the' Cancer Crusade, peace talks will be the prime Veeck,
president of Suffolk Do- churches of all sizes an oppordeterminant of whether the marwns,
has
corralled eight lady tunity to brush up on music
ket drifts down and eventually
tests the early March lows. In- jockeys to compete In a $10,000 skills under the guidance of investors continue to be quite sen- 6-furlong stake race April 19. ternationally known musicians.
sitive to peace rumors, as they Veeck has dubbed the race
have been for nearly two years the Lady Godiva Stakes - what
now, the firmeisays. Mutal funds else"'
60 VWisOewiss
are particularly sensitive. With
& S Capsdes
liquidity of nearly 10 per cent
SEDATIVE FOR TEMPORARY
10All 031ILUVAN
they could be in a very emRELIEF OF SIMPLE
No Mange
barrassing position "if some bu"P'S A squirrel monkey."' key: as many have discovered, LOOS that reported "a monkey
NERVOUS TENSION
I said the man in the dime
cannot be housebroken What's housing shortage".
llish
developm
ent
such
as
peace
McMonk
store ...pet shop department
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (UPI)more. McMonk was a juvenile wasn't the only of his species
talks came along suddenly."
ra,e.e.
,
.• Core.
111
-He's tame and affectionate The Southern Baptist Convendelinquent. He swung off the to flunk out as a house pet.
110 mg
a perfect pet''
D.st ••te•
tion has decided after a threecornice, hung from the shower
•This, as zoo and A.S.P
CALA a StualhEritto MOS
So my friend bought him
rod, shredded the draperies C A spokesmen are
year study that there is no sentilaUltitaY, KENTUCKY 42071
quick to
not only because of the sales
and finally wore out his wel- tell you, is the usual
ment
ft 45
ar
present
for
any
change
Considering the many restrastory
pitch but because of the childcome one morning when he with "exotic" pets and,
in the denomination's name.
sad to
ining
factors,
the
market
actuaren who were sticking their
not only sipped her husband's say. they are more popular
lly has been performing rather
fingers through "McMonk's"
breakfast coffee but made off now than ever before
because
well as it adjusts- to a "much
cage. A true animal lover, she
with his Danish.
a rare pet is a status symbol.
less speculative and instant percouldn't bear to see the cute
•"He has to go" was her Why buy junior a dog
or a cat
formance - minded enviroment,"
tithe creature teased.
husband's ultimatum - b u t when a South American
Hayden, Stone observes. There's
•McMonk. while beguiling
where' A home was finally horned lizard, an iguana
or an
and lovable, was far from the
a good chance , the firm says,
found after countless phone equatorial barbet is a
real conperfect pet. The average monthat institutional money now becalls including two to local versation piece.
ing pulled out of conglomerate
•It is not all the fault of
stocks will be switched in the Mewl m. doing business
the public. says William G.
near future into undervalued blue store you're a valued cusConway, General Director of
isoner—never a six-figure
the New York Zoological Sogeseputer number. So see
ciety.
es ter the money you need
•In the case of the exotic
Is deem wo those old bills.
pet, he points out,
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Wall Street
Chatter

Pet Problems
They Tend To Bo Somewhat Exotic

keep ahead
of your bills

the purchaser isn't always aware of
the problems of care Most of
these rare species require
highly specialized attention,
complex diet_ special condi•
tions of warmth or humidity.
shelter and spare Some are so
sensitive, notes Mr Conway,.
that they must have seclusion.
Others require company of
their own kind This frequently results in multiplication
and more problems.
Another friind, whose little
girt won a pair of gerbils
they reprekluce every taw
e^wionths
has run out Of
friends to give them to In utter desperation, she has been
approaching total strangers at
the local playground
•This is par for the course,
according to an A.S.P.C.A
spokesman, who says gerbps
and hamsters multiply so rap.
• Idly that they are always being picked up. The shelter also
THIN 114141 I. cage houses variety of *man -animate, indoes a fairly brisk business
cluding newts. that are part of animal-or-the-Month program In monkeys and.
surprisingly
‘s

'TIM= AIM some who believe man's best friend
is his dog
▪ •
,
--but there are millions of cat lovers who hold
other view
in mynah birds. People get
bored When the lattsr do net
learn to talk instantly, tercet-

Bache & Co. feels the market
protably will be under pressure
through the rest of the week.
However, the firm says, while
the huge reservoir of institutional money remains on the sidelines," selective bargain hunting
may develop if the list moves
much lower,

your' pet before you purchase
it. Make sure you have the
space and facilities to house it
Ling that the average child is
properly. that you know all
over a year before he gets
out
the Ins and outs of its care
a "Da-Da".
and feeding Be certain, too,
•It all seems to add up
to
that you will be able to get.*
this: Plain old pets mirk
out
pet-sitter if you are going to
best In the long run, so think
be away for a weekend or a
about a dog or a cat when
The market's lackluster perit
week's vacation
is Um* for your youngster
to
And do teach children how formance last week can be atthave a pet or, if you are
an
to handle pets
sticking fin- ributed primarily to the three
apartment ,dweller. consider
gers in eyes, pulling tails, us- day trading week, E. F. Hutton
goldfish or turtles
Small
ing ears as handles is not 41 Co. says. This week should
pets, such as the latter, are
,alculated to make .even the
rove much more significant tomost popular as witness
the
most amiable pet happy
nically, the firm says, and
5,000 requests Creative Play
Pets that are
properly will probably tell which way we
things in Princeton. NJ,
re-, chosen and well taken care of may be going over
the near term,
cetved when it announced
ran offer a child recreation
Animal-of-the-Month
program
valuable
educational exAnd a
which includes a snail,
musk
perience one that may even
turtles, a pair of
salamanaia• encourage an interest in zooland two frogs
The AnneriCan Cancer SOCIshipped a, ,gy that could become a lifetwo Month intervals
et y says: Help yourself
With a
time amateur or professional
The main thing is lino,
checkup and others with a
pursuit

\

check.
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Chopper.
good condition, new motor
and reounditioned transmission,
wringer front end, Sinters Isar
mounts. Call 753-6199 after
5:00 p. m.
TFNC

V. still don't know the
f underground nuclear
IC" declared Prof. L. C.
Jniversity of Sydney
r Biological Scion c•

• • •
tad take years to carsurvey at •Cape freed plant and animal life.
to me to be complete
not to get any inn. before going_ ahead.
explosion," Birch said.
• • •
'.D. RIDE, director of
stern Australian Muid nuclear pol1ution,..n•the area of the bleat
id to man's eating nulaminated food.
adioactive product of
:aloft was bound to be
ip in the food chains
organisms that lived
said. Organisms that
move around would be
fish and these would
.4:1 around.
• • •
SORT of thing would
is if there were a large
ri the area. As it stands,
3ry studies have been `
tuna resources," he
here is no Australian
but there is an offpanese fishery. Wheth,ould come close enough
:o be Important. I don't

('ape Keraudren proF
succeasful by nuclear
It would open the way
use of these methods
fields
particularly
ineering and mining.

IOND, Va. (UPI) met church music cont Montreat, N.C., is
nsored by the Presbylurch U.S. Board of

E WOODED LOT, 230'
, 4% miles from city limits
Hazel Highway. Phone MA-15-C

POE RENT

WAN: Sleut-onler sight
cook and day smarms.Apçty
In person, Trenholm's Drive-la,
135h k Cheatnut.
TFC

OFFICE SPACE available, National Hotel. 300 sq feet, sirconditioned. Arranged to snit
tenant. Contact Ed Frank Kilt
A-13-C
WANTED, Waitress and cook. at Diuguids.
Mac k Aan's Truck Stop Cafe.
NEW QUAD-PLEX apartment
Phone 753-11660.
A-15-C Two bedrooms, ceramic
tile
WANTED: Experienced paint- bath, air conditioning, a to vs
and
drapes.
Phone 753-7457.
ers. Steady work and good pay.
Paid vacations, vrorkmans comA-134
pensation and unemployment inFOURBEDRO
OM
brick
home
at
surance furnirhed. For inter1000 Sharp Street. Key at 301%
view, call 753-5287.
A-15-C No. 10th St. To
rent contact
WANTED: part-time help for Bob Gass, 1616 S. W. 10th St,
wort at airport. See airport Ft. Lauderdale, Fla. Phone 3.24
manager at Kyle Field. TFC 5341.
TFC

SPECIALS FOR THIS
NEW HEAVY DUTY disc
blad- A tine brick home on 3
es. Coulter blades and
beautiful ground, Large 11
plow
points. Get our price before you room with fireplace, $ bedbuy. Vinaun Tractor Compan
y, rooms, family room, kilehen
753-4892.
with built in range and nice
May
-l-C
fiF
cabinets, large ceramic tile
GREY NIGHTCRAWLERS and bath, utility
and garage, elecRed Worms. Be sure and
try tric haat with gas available.
these Grey Nighicrewlers!
For City water, also good well.
this vicinity the prey Night Good smokeh
ouse with curing
crawlers are very new. They are facilities and barn
for horses.
resistant to heat and to cold. Four miles north of
Murray on
For your bait needs, Call
753- Ml Highway. Priced for quick WANTED: Waitres
s, full or part
2450, or see Lee Smith on
the sale.
time. Apply in person after
New Concord Highway. Watch HOUSE AND
36 Acres, 1 mile 4:00 p. in. to
Geno's Italian
for the situ.
TFNC east of South Pleasant Grove Restaurant, Dixiela
nd Shopping
Church.
A
good
•TREAT RUGS right,
3-bedroom Canna%
A-17-C
they'll be home, well kept. Two car
oara delight if cleaned with
Blue port, good well, located
in a WANTED: Waitresses, full or
Lustre. Rent electric shampo
oer good_ section of county. 15 acres part time. Apply
in person to
$1. Big K.
°ono base, 'mall tobacco base. Jerry's Restaurant, South 13th
REGISTERED Pekingese pup- Ideal for part tone farmer. A Street.
A-18-C
pies. Ten weeks old and have good buy.
ATTRA
CTIVE
Position
; Man or
had their Mots. One male and WE HAVE many other listings
woman 26 to 65 with pleasing
one female. They are ideal pets to offer.
personal
ity
and unquestionable
and are nearly house broken. FULTON YOUNG Realty, 4th
Call 753-5583 after 5:00 o'clock. and Maple Streets, Murray, Ky. character to accept local posi
Lion
immediately, if accepted
A-13-C Office phone 753-7333. Fulton Write fully to
Oppcirtunity Un
Young, home phone; 753-4946;
YES, WE HAVE them. Warm R. B. Patters
on, home phone, Limited, P. 0. Box 726, Mayfield
weather is coming-you need 4354897.
A-16-C
A-14-C E.T.
these seat cushions made
of
GOOD
MAN
OVER
40-For
cool, comfortable, fatigue-reduc- LOT NO. 72, Lakeway Shores.
shoat trips surrounding Mur
ing foam rubber. Secretar
ial Piped-in water; ideal for cot- ray. Full-time man
we want
and Executive chair sizes,
$5.95 tage. Will sacrifice. Write Rich- is worth op to $16,505
commisard Walker, 4881
and $6.95. Ledger and Times
All Lark,
Ofng
in
year,
plus regular cash
fice Supply Store.
A-14-P bonus.
A-15-NC Paducah, Ky. 42001.
Air mail Y. E. Pete,
NEW HOLLAND one-row tobac- THREE-BEDROOM brick house, Poet, Tesias Refinery Corp..
* co setter. Good conditio
full
Box
air conditioning, all elec711, Fort Worth, Texas
n. Call
Frank Turner after 4.(10 p m., tric, large living-dining room 76101.
A-17-C
496-8588.
A -14-C combinatiop, large kitchen and
utility storage area, carport, on
WANTED TO MINT
1965 GLASTRON 17 Ft Boat extra large
lot. Near Robertson
and Trailer. 1965 Chevrolet Im- School. By
WARM
owner.
: Oae or twe4edreass
Call
753-129
2
pala V-8, power brakes. Call days or
753-0973 nights. A-18-C vaturnisbed boss. out et city
436-2198.
A-14-C
Mitts ea paved road. Mast have
NOTKII
roasting water sad bath. Rant I
USED PLAY PEN and car seat.
reasonable. Phone 753-1913 bePhone 753-5421.
CONTA
CT
Kant
A-14-C
Wright at 002 fore 5:00
p. in., and ask for
SPLTT RAIL fence, Chestnut Poplar for your income tas Mary.
TnIc I
see&
Call
7334201 for appoint
.11/ rails. Call 753-6469.
A-14-C meat
A-111-C
WANTED: One-bedroom apartEIGHT WEANING pigs. Call
STANDING AT STUD: Regist- ment.
435-4725.
Kitchen must be furnishA-14-C ered thoroughbred,
rice win- ed. Wanted by June 1. Phone
SMALL TRACTOR with live ner, with outstanding confor- 753-7626.
A-17-P
three-point lift and five foot mation and breeding. Fee $500
registered
rotary mower. Used on 50 ac- to
thoroughbred
res. All for $350.00. Call 753- nun& Ali other's, $60. For Sale:
4
registe
red
7593 after 5:00 p m.
thoroughbred
A-15-C
mares bred to above stud, at 1989 FORD E-100 Van. 1,200
TWO
AIR - CONDMONERS, low, low prices. Also one like- miles. Sava $445.00. Call 75$7511.
•Coldspot, 10,500 BTU Also GE ns," combination 1968
A-I4-C
Irwin
waaher and dryer. Phone 436- Stock and Horse Trailer,
16 x
=5 after 6:00 p m. A-16-P 6 inside, cost $1900.00,
sell at
$1300.00. Phone 474-2297.
NICE DRESSES, sizes 14% and
16%, also nice black coat, size
14. Phone 753-3948.
A-16-C ELECTROLUX SALES & lie-Nee,
NEW fashion colors are Sue's EL Boa 113 Murray, Ky., C.
ganders. Phone 3024171,
delight. She keeps her carpet
Lynnville, Ky.
A-23-C
colors bright-with Blue Lustre!
Rent electric shampooer $1. STOP; before adding fertilise
r
Western Auto Store.
A-19-C to your lawn or garden, have
From
your soil teeted and know what
NEVER used anything like it" your
to 8 p.m.
soil needs for beet cordon.
Say users of Blue Lustre for ins
and has a
results. Call Craig Hodge,
cleaning carpet. Rent electric 753-178
4 between 6:00 p. m.
shampooer, $1. Big K
FULL SERVICE
A-10-C and 9:00 p. m.
A-14-C
DEPARTMENT
REDUCE safe and fast with
SERVICES OPFENID
Call Us For:
GoBese Tablets and E-Vap
ALL YOUR MOBILE
KELLY'S TREMITE and Pest "Water Pills" Holland Drug.
HOME NEED8
Control. Locally owned and opH-1TP
• Roof Repair
erated for 20 years. We can POLITICAL
ANNOU
• Blocking
be reached 24 hours a day. 100 I wish to announ NCEMENT:
ce that I am
South 13th Street. Phone 753- a candidate
• Leveling
for the office of
3914.
H-A-16-C County Judge of Calloway CoNO
JOB TOO LARGE
t-inty subject to the Democratic
WILL BE PRIVATE tutor for prim
OR TOO SMALL
ary, may 27th. my
formal
4th and 5th grade students for
Hwy. 641 South
announcement will appear later.
six weeks this summer.
Call Paid for by carwhda
753-364.
te Roger
753-3426 after 7:00 p. m.
Jones, James (haney, treasure
Sfe
r.
A-18-NC
A-16-C

HOUSE liTTH garden in the
Sinking Springs community.
Well on back porch. Cheap to
right party. Phone 753-2815.
A-14-C
ONE-BEDROOM furnished aprutment on Broad Street. Couple only. Call 492-8459 after
510 p. in.
A-14-C
FOUR-BEDROOM frame house,
ready to be rented now. If interested phone 753-7573. A-16-C
Protect Your Honor

and all kinds of
"UNINVITED GUESTS"
(All Work Guaranteed)
Call Your Local
Representative
MRS. KEYS KEEL
733-4672
HUNTINGDON HOME
IMPROVEMENT CO.
"W. Go Anywhere A
Termite Goes"
H-1TC
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Just For Fun?

BOWLING
GREEN, Ky.
(UPI)--Puzzled police are wondering why someone would go
to the trouble to set up a complete counterfeiting operation
and use it to print play money.
The counterfeiting equipAUCTioN sALA
ment and stacks of freshly printAUCTION he, rain or shine, ed play money were
found reApril 19 at 1:00 p. m. House- cently
in a motel room.
hold items. Antique organ, winning wheel, round oak table
and
lots of junk. Four miles east
of
The death rate from uterine
Murray on Highway 94 at the
cancer
late Robert Taylor's residen
ce. years was cut in half in 30
with the help of the Pap
Terry Shoemaker, auctioneer.
test. To spur cancer
A-14C give to the Americ research
an Cancer
Society.

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 Hindu cymbals
4-Not so much
It Low island
11 Supplicate
12 Send forth
13 Natrve metal
14.Babylonian deny
15 Shade tree
17 Articles of
furniture
19 Gratuity
21-Uppermost part
23 Deity
24-Heavenly body
26 Short sleep
28 Departed
31 Sign of zodiac
33-Rodent
35-Fish eggs
36-A state (ebb..)
38-Scoffed
41-Symbol for
tantalum
42 Urge on
44 Sea eagle
45-Noise
47 Pitch
49 Pigpen
51 Attrtude
54 Anglo Salon
money
56-Bishopric
59 14ezicsiVerell.62 Macaw
64 Near
65 Be in debt
66 Smudge
68 Yeshiva
704ifirmatfve
71 Weakens

72 Abstract being
DOWN

1-Characteristic
2-Cooled lava
3-Caustic
substance
4-Citrus fruit

=loom mown
on DLIG3MOD WO
GON moan aom
@mu am MON

measure

6-Pose for paired
7-AMtered animal
11-Mare frigid
9-Ezist
10-Altirmatne
11-fondles
16-Army officer
(abbr.)
111-Nord
20-Crony (colloq.)
22-Father and
mother
25-Things. in law
27-Equality
29-Negative
30-Afternoon party
32-Number
34-Man's nickname
36-00tain
37-Time gene by
39-Bitter ,,at,
40-Plunge
43-Aphorisms

PPOORN MDMOGII
UOD
MOB
M00000 onuomo
moon OM MOT
DULI
ULM
OBI 0091UME) GIO
013OULA WIDETAU9
rAririxna
14.
46 Al present
57 Teutonicdeity
48 Period of Urn*
59-Plaything
30-Period at time
60-Reverence
61-Guido's high
(pi)
52-Fur-bearing
note
mammals
63-Mature
53-Girl's name
67-Above
55-Priest's
69-Indefinite
vestments
article
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CHARGED IN DETROIT SHOOTING-- A murder warrant was
issued in Detroit for 20-year-old Rafael Vlera (right I. New
York, in connection with the March 29 gun battle in a Detroit church where a black secessionist party was meeting
One policeman was killed during the battle and another was
injured. Alfred Hibbitt (left), 38, was charged with assault
with intent to murder.
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LEG PUT BACK ON Elizabeth Althouse leaves Holy Cross
atspital in Mission Hills, Calif.. where she had her
right
leg reimplanted after it had been severed in a highwa
y
accident. The 20-year-old is being transferred to Rancho
Los Amigos Hospital in Downey. Calif., where she
will
undergo rehabilitation. With her in . photo are from
left),
nurse C. Rising, Frank Althouse, her father;
her sister
Ellie, and her mother Mary.

Peanuts® •

by Charles M. Schulz
!VD BE GREAT To BE ABLE To
TAKE HER HOME AND SNOW HER
MY HO,U5E AND RAVE HER MEET
THAT ROUND-HEADED OD_

RAVE You
SEEN A/4,

MOM?

by Ernie Busluniller

Is Now Open

tly 24-30 meeting will
directors, choir memhists and ministers of
of all sizes an opporbrush up on music
er the guidance of inHy known musicians.

8 a.m.
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Abbie 'N Slats

by R. Van Buren

FOR RENT OR LEASE
FOR RENT OR LEASE: 1500
square foot Commercial Build
lug, at 401 No. 4th St., Phone
753-3018.
A-15-C

FIRST ANNUAL
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GET
RID OF
PESTS
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NOW THAT ROLLO HAS CONFESSED,HIS
*ORIGINAL SHAKESPEARE" WAS IN\
FACT HIS OWN CREATION, HE LIVES
IN FEAR. OF PUNISHMENT.

IT'S THE (GASP)
PROCESSOR
AND -THE
LAW!

'THE (Stith:VER.)
BEST NEWS I
CAN HOPE FOR.
IS A...SLISPENDED
SENTENCE.'

SALE-A-BRATION

ROACHES
Carr) GermsSPIDERS
Are Poison
TIRSAITIS
Eat 'Your Home

H.VAoi

NOW!

Locally owned and operat
ed for 20 years. We can be
reached 34 hours a day.
Call Today For FREE
Inspection
Mews 753-3014
Member Chamber of
Commerce and Builders
AgeocLation. LCP-195

Lil' Abner

BONMIZA
MQBILEdicrti,

NUMBER 3!!-- TH
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BROTHERHOOD IS GIVIK1'
You THE FOSDICK
CONTRACT-I!
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WORLDS

ilf/CA

ANY SPECIAL
WAY -IOU
WANTS IT
DONE '?

WHEEL ESTATE
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Gravity Has
Effect On
Face Muscles

by LEE SMITH
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MONDAY — APRIL 14. 1969

By DICK WEST

HI! It's time to shatter this serenity and calm for a WASHINGTON UPI - The Me
moment. For this action junior Ls the right weapon. A ime you encounter an old threeyear of exile, loss of people contact, etc., leaves us flop„sloth, take a good look at
pin' around like a fish out of water, wondering how to his face.
He may be filatafing his age in
begin.
ThereLs some important business on the agenda, other ways, bat you will sotsthat
very
however we always mix a little nonsense, a lot of gab
l.ast novtey
he
s saday as pad have,
and just pure fun into all important business. "Crepe
lee reason is drat Atlas ape.
hanging" never helped anything, so relax and visit a
rid most of their timed...4 upmoment.
THE SMILING ENEMY---The Viet Cunta Mrs. Nguyen Thi
side down from tree Hub& This
BUth and chief negotiator Trait Buu Kiem arrive with smiles
Thank you for the inquiries, the roses and every means
that their faces are not
for onlookers for a session of the peace talks at the Intercourtesy during our absence. It would be less than subjected to the
pull of gravity
national Conferences Center in Paris
C•rbIrpaotr.
honest if we didn't admit to being flattered and im- in the same way yours is.
mensly pleased (even more surprised) to discover a few
And gravity is what causes
visioas. A millionaire who holes of you remember and miss our feeble effort-s. Be assured your eyes to bag, your jowls to
up in a tax shelter can survive that we miss you and the big hounds far more than you sag and other droopy things to
miss us! Before we get too sticky let's just say THANK happen to your face as you grow
almost Indefinitely."
older.
I said, "Well, what are the YOU, sincerely.
•
Would you believe fishermen are swarming like bees?
prospects of constructing a natEventually Collapses
ionwide system of public shelters Our unofficial reports Indicate the past four days have
MIDGE AND LINES OF TREEs in foreground mark Cottonwood River's course at Springso that all citizens will have tax been unusually productive for most fishermen. Evidentfield. Minn., and beyond is a big sea formed by its overflow.
For a time, facial muscles
protection?"
At upper right is Springfield.
ly all fish are waking up as most people mention sevecan resist the steady tug of
"The cost would be prohibi- ral different types of fish taken during each trip.
,..10611011W
—
gravity. But eventually the whole
tive," he said. It would be
Attention Cooners: The Twin Lakes Coonhunters
4.•
thing collapses.
impossible to provide shelters Club will sponsor a Buddy Hunt Saturday
night, April
By DICK WES1'
The effect of gravity on the
for the entire population without 19th. There will be six
trophies given. Two trophies to face was discussed this week by
raising taxes. Which would make the
pair for the winners of 1st, 2nd and 3rd place. Come some plastic surgeons attending
WASHDiGTON UPI - As April the program sett-defeating.
.
early and get your dogs registered. Entry closes at 7,a "youth and beauty” seminar
15 doses in. many Form 1040 "Then
what would you recovictims are grumbling about the mmeod?,,
p.m. with the hunt beginning immediately. The club in Philadelphia.
situation that enabled a number
issues
a special invitation to all 'cooners to get your -Maybe if we'd walk around
„I think the best plan might
01 milltwaires to avoid PaFing be to create a federal Tax De- buddy and favorite hounds and join your friends for on our hands all our lives,some
any income taxes last year.
fame Agency that would supply some clean fun and good fellowship. You are aware of of it could be avoided," one of
Some less affluent taxpayers tree
blueprints to citizens inter- the fact that buddy hunts are our particular favorite. then] was quoted as saying.
have demanded that Congress esied
in building their own tax Join us at the Twin Lakes club Saturday night, April 19. From a layman's view, the
close the tax shelters In whidi shelters.
concept of walking on your hands
•
the millionaires found protection, „
to avoid facial slippage appears
Individual shelters can be
Cithers have demanded that erected with minimal expense.
Bunellag_setternoon,April_ 20th, the Twin Lakes that,: somewhat illogical.
Congress expand the shelters so'
This would
They won't provide complete proapansarh
iithree events. Starting at 12:30 p.m. a "drag'
that the won't have to re Y an
itatioeal pull; it mold odygnale
tettioq, but they will usually race with 3 Junior and 3 senior trophies
given to the your face to sag in a different
taxes either.
withstand anything except a dir- Winners.
Since tax legislation
direction. If we walked on our
hit by an IRS auditor,"
A treeing contest follows immediately with one hands,
es in the House Committee oa *et
our faces would sag toJunior and one senior trophy given.
Ways and Means and Looptioles,
ward the tops of our heads.
I contacted a staff expert to get
Immediately following the treeing contest a swim
In other words, we would have
his views on the matter.
contest will be sponsored. Tnree junior and three senice bags above, rather than below,
trophies will be presented
4Ia
the eves, and eue-deltlaps wool
ham Easy
Please observe the starting time. On previous oc- be festooning our cheeks instead
casions a number of people arrived as early as 9:00 a.m of cascading down our necks:.
"You've got to realise that it
Starting time is 12:30 p.m.! Food, soft drinks and coffee
Isn't easy to cededge a *BONSensible Approach
will be available at the snack bar. We invite you to ataire from a tax Jaeger once he
tend
and
enjoy
an
afternoo
n
of
fun
with friends and the
is well dug in," he said. "The
The three toed SO.
"big hounds". Incidentally they have a really big deal
big problem is finctft the sheltcooking for the latter part of May. Ted Atkins says plans seems a moreeleleIMMINTREdly
er in the first place.
aren't completed yet and I can't mention it. O.K., Ted, Unlike hand-walkers, who kosp
"They can't be seen from the
AND Neu is where a lot of the Cottonwood's overflow is now, ruining
their heads pointed straight dohomes west of city.
I wouldn't dream of mentioning a fish supper, prizes or
air, so aerial reconnaissance is
wn, the sloth keeps his head oa
any such things. Better duck boys, that'll be hot lead a
useless. Some of them are so
horizontal plane, face upward,
art:full) camouflaged you could
a flyin'. I'm just getting even with you for selling "Big Thus the face sags
laterally, in- Key Use
Silsbee Pare Research
Girls vs. Teachers
walk right by them and never
Mike". Ted and Gary have a pen full of big coon hounds stead ef vertically.
ELIZABETHTOWN, . Ky.
ALBANY, N.Y. (UPI)
know they were there.
and not one that I remember.
In that position, gravity pulls (UPI) - If the key
fits, that These air pollution research
"Our research laboratory WM
the skin tightly against the facial WAS your car.
scientists practice what they
Just wait tall I see Neat York. Would you believe he
developed some new swim*,
COPENHAGEN (UPI) bones, smoothing out wrinkles.
Answering a retort of a strip- teach.
has sold Mike? That hound brought home more trophies The
such as infra-red saaaory dodoSchoolgirls shouldn't be told
nape of your neck may begin ped automobile, Kentucky
Albert Hulstrunk of the State
state
es, to help us locate hidden tax
than you could shake a bobcat at. Norma and the to sag rather badly,
that the best way to get rid of an
but that is a
shelters. Once we get a shelter
youngsters still have the beautiful Plott "Ranger". small price to pay for anunwrin- trooper James G. Veluzat found University at Albany's Atmos- annoying male teacher is to trap
the
remaining
pieces
pheric
scattered
Sciences
pinpointed, the standard techn*
Center
says
only
Wouldn't it be a disgrace if Ranger brought home the kled face.
him into a compromising situaover a 10-acre field.
one of the 45 researchers smokes
ue is to uncover the entrance and
bacon (or trophies) after all the male sounds Neal used
It is, I'll concede, difficult to
tion and then yell. Not on teleFrom a taillight lens. Vehisat cigarettes.
drop in a tear gas bomb to flush
to make. Sounds like that dog won't be worth killing, walk with your head held horizvision, anyway, says the Danish
ostiblished that the car had been
the millionaires out.
Union of Teachers.
petted to death, etc., etc. Boy, you're picked on because ontally, face skyward. But no
Vaniehing
1969
red Mustang. Look*
a
"But often we find that by the
The Union filed a protest to
it's early in the morning and well . . . it just seems more difficult than walking on further, the trooper
LIMA. Peru (UPI) - Because the state-owne
time we zero in on a shelter
found the
d radio and teleyour hands.
like the natural thing to do.
trunk lock and took it to the of hunters seeking their valuable
the millionaires will have al:
vision against a program advocatThe alternate - hanging upside- owner of
Wonder if Dale Garland still has Little John and
a red Mustang reported furs, there are only about 15,
ready vacated it and moved on to
John. Remember the problem we had keeping the down from tree limbs - becomes stolen. The key fit antl the car's 000 vicunas -- small, wooly ani- ing such action.
another shelter.
"We have enough trouble /
a bit of a drag after awhile, identity
Redtick and Walker quarters in the proper order.
was established. The mals similar to llamas-- in Peru without
"The income tax law runs to
this sort of advice to the
although sloths seem to esijoy
Joe Pat Janes, do you still have the Mighty Champ?
thief, however, 1,mained at large. according to the Ministry of
930 pages, with an additional 17,girls,- it said.
it.
After two years I'm afraid to attend this hunt. If we
000 pages of court interpretaAgriculture.
As a last resort, of course,
tions and Internal Revenue SerSee any of the hounds we know it's a sure bet they'll you can
go
to
a
plastic
surgeon
vices IRS regulations This vast
••
be wit hthe wrong owners, More ammunition for the and have your face
lifted, an
legal thicket Is honeycombed with BACK IN rouncs In New. Conflict.
operation
known
as a "sag transYork la former Mayor Robshelters.
Attempted to talk to Martin Qil's Bill Mohundro, plant."
"Most ot the sneiters are spec- ert F Wagner. trying for
with
not much luck You couldn't hog tie him and keep He wilt take the slack out ot
Ma old City Hall lob •
ious and well stocked with prohim long enough to get any information. He hasn't been your face and leave you with a
working the hounds lately. He is occupied with building sagging bank balance.
a new home, working at Martin Oil and farming. Wonder why the Indian doesn't get a part time job? It's a
shame to be so lazy. One big point in his favor though, Brainy Trio
1411 Olive Blvd.
he still owns the 3 black 'n tans, Jun, Moose and Black— FM PICKUP and DELIVERY —
YETI:RAN, Wyo. (UM ie.
That is the important issue.
Truly Fine Cleaning
With
a population of 40,
Phone 1113-Kin
Veteran,
southeastern
a
Bud Kilgore and Dec Arnett were working the Wyoming town,
doesn't have
— hounds Saturday night. Reports are they had a
good much chance to get on the map.
run. It is the "running season" in Tennessee, you know!
That is. except when three
. Remembering these fellows and the other good of the 40 age students at the
sportsmen brings a note of sadness as we think of Hill State University and all three
Gardner. Without doubt he was one of the finest turn in straight "A" averages for
gentlemen and truly great sportsmen we have ever met. a semester to earn berths on the
We miss him very much.
president's honor roll, the high
Temptation finally won and we strolled over to eat academic recognition.
McNutt's Body Shop (muddy overalls 'n all) to see
the
big hounds. Didn't have time to get names or informa- Contented Kegler
Callf
tion on them but we can say Buddy has.three of
Si'. LOUIS (UPI) - Virgil
the
finest looking black 'n tans we've seen in a spell.
Mast has been bowling for years
He had a trading hound also, but I didn't even and, at age 68, wasn't dissatisknow what breed. All eyes were on the black 'n tans. fied with his 167-average. The
0
.
Through BLUE CROSS and BLUE SHIELD offers you a cholc• of programs
1117 one beef with Buddy . . he knows and owns some other day. Meat bowled a 300.
perfectgame.
line hounds, but he won't keep one long enough for
designed to help protect you and your family from the ow of unexpectesi
us
to get acquainted with it. Really we must talk to
Illness or occident.
this
boy's head
•
Health Core renewal?* k available fort
•
•
•
Larry Lockhart took papa Euel Franklin on a
• Employee Groups
fishing
• College Students
trip over the weekend. They brought home a nice
string
Individual
Eligible
•
•
Families
s
or
Individuals 45 or over
each trip. Larry is much of a fisherman. Probably
givbig 'ole dad' lessons in the art of fishing That'll
do It!
Ray Satory from St. Louis spent the weekend
OUR TEAM
with
his nephew Melvin Smith. They were fishing
Saturday
profession
prepaid
of
als ore trained In areas of oervIce, prompt
health
care
night and Sunday night Their stringer
boa.sted the
payment of claims and designing group benefits to fill health care needs.
best catch we've heard of thLs year. And where
do yoU
guess they got their bait? Naturally! Mr Smith
BLUE CROSS and BLUE SHIELD help give you financial peace of mind In the
operates
the Pure Oil Station at 4th and Chestnut.
Like most
event of illness or injury. Form Bureau Members see your Form Bureau Agent,
fishermen these gentlemen had a "duke's
mixture" of
bass, croppte and catfish.
OMM C16011 46.1 &WI 5141IlD
With the warmer weather, the water up
OA, it If).1.10
310I 1.40••••• low& 14.1.416.8
and all
OOOOO
1.111
s
.01If 1•',
other fishing conditions favorable it looks
like a "field
NOM'
day":
:246461
MUR1,694
AMISH
•
•
I COMPANY
•
AMMO
BLUE CROSS'
Don't forget the big buddy hunt.at Twin
CM
Lakes Coonmums
pus.
rail
casss
sus
'pc
sir
hunters Club. Saturday night, April
19th, at 7:00 p.m.
TA, rrii0A•vf •ASII•tion,
Irifeentell•A OP
ANOTHER NM Mrs. VenThis should bring us out of exile.
ears
SHIELD
BLUE
v
boc•Aes
•14511.111117 rogiliro.nontir
.
its W VanCaap'el. shoves in
It's been fun visiting with you. It's
MEOW PIRSICIANS MUTUAL.
11 Poo
back to the west hcr Houston, Text office, is
40 The broad ax fits this hand better
/.9.0.,041 i• Iron,'• grey,.
IiOi 54•4464401. 110•4 LOL61•004, Kj. 402421 I
O... 6.9 veer' of ego.
than a pen and (tie first woman stock:brokA (841•5•
Isn't half as dangerous. As for the
(.0a) 402 lin
R member reachIng
sledge hammer . .
Li
414
4.4 o•
wndoe.
er to hold it seat on the PaL . A Ift•II.111.1, 9•9.14.11
An.
11.1•■••
Ms.
•
John Henry would turn green
ihwmo 11.•••• 0••••Ast,
now.. Low..a 0.AWN POW
•

Tax Shelters
Are Difficult
To Discover
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PLANNING and TEAMWORK

are necessary to accomplish
goals and overcome the unexpected

College Cleaners

GETTING MARRIED?

Let is
preurn your WEDDING DAY
i

HEALTH CARE PREPAYMENT PLANNING

DUALITY OF WOPINANSHIP GUARANTEED

TUBBS STUDIO
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